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Abstract
This is a two-part report dealing with a problem in multiple-user 
information theory. Each part consists of a paper which has been sub­
mitted for publication.
In Part I the problem of transmission of separate messages to each 
of two receivers over a general binary-input broadcast channel is 
investigated. Bounds are obtained on the cardinalities of auxiliary 
random variables. These bounds permit the calculation of certain regions 
of achievable rate pairs which are derived from the Cover-van der Meulen 
region, ft, of achievable rate triples. Numerical evaluation of two such 
regions of rate pairs for two examples demonstrates that the region & 
can be enlarged. This enlargement is accomplished by making ft internally 
consistent, as the true capacity region must be. Our results display 
complex interactions between common and separate information in 
broadcast problems.
In Part II a representation theory for a class of multivariate 
probability distributions is presented. This theory is used to give 
a more general approach to the evaluation of regions of achievable rate 
pairs for the broadcast channel with two separate messages. This requires 
the maximization of a function over a class of multivariate distributions. 
For binary-input channels and a particular ternary-input channel known 
as the Blackwell channel, the problem is reduced to a standard
maximization.
1I. Introduction
Nearly three years ago, T. M. Cover and E. C. van der Meulen independently 
established an achievable rate region, ft, for the general discrete tnemoryless 
broadcast channel (see [3] and [9]). The general broadcast situation, which 
van der Meulen [9] , [10] refers to as situation (K,III), involves the trans­
mission of separate messages at rates and R£ to each of two receivers and 
transmission of a common message at rate RQ to both receivers. The general 
broadcast channel problem is to find a computable characterization of the 
capacity region, ft*, which is the set of all rate triples (R^jR^^g) such that 
the messages can be transmitted reliably over the broadcast channel.
There were two key problems left open by Cover and van der Meulen. First 
they did not show that ft is the true capacity region (i.e., no converse was 
given). Second, they did not demonstrate that ft is computable.
Even before the papers of Cover and van der Meulen appeared, both of these 
problems had already been solved by Gallager [5] for an important special case 
known as the degraded broadcast channel (see also the work of Wyner [ll] and 
Ahlswede and Korner [l]). However, both the determination of ft* and the 
question of the computability of ft remain unsolved for the general case.
The present paper makes a contribution to both of these problems. We 
are primarily interested in the broadcast situation in which there is no 
common message. In this situation, termed "situation (K,I)" by van der Meulen 
[9], [10], two separate message components are to be transmitted and each 
component is of interest to only one receiver. This is an important problem 
in its own right and we feel that its solution will be a major step toward 
the solution of the general broadcast problem. A rate pair (R^Rj) i-s defined 
to be achievable for this situation if (R_,R2>0) is an achievable rats triple.
2The most obvious region of rate pairs to consider is the set ft^  of all 
(R^I^) such that ( R ^ R ^ O )  € ft. This is the region presented by van der Meulen 
[9, eq. (30)] for situation (K,I). One contribution of the present paper is to 
show that ftg (and hence ft) can be enlarged by employing a more general method of 
extracting an achievable set of rate pairs from the Cover-van der Meulen region.
a
A larger region is the set, ftQ, of all rate pairs of the form (R^+S^R^+S^,) where 
S £ 0 (i-1,2) and (R^R^S-j+S^ € ft. While it is clear from the definition that 
the region ft^  is achievable^, it is not clear that there is a broadcast channel 
for which ftQ is strictly larger than ftQ. That this is indeed the case will 
follow from our results on the computation of ftQ. The main result of this paper
a
is the proof that for binary-input broadcast channels, the regions ft^  and ft^  are 
computable. This amounts to obtaining bounds on the range of certain auxiliary 
random variables. For situation (K,I), such bounds have previously been ob'talned 
only for the degraded broadcast channel [5]. Bounds have also been obtained for 
the transmission of degraded messages (situation (R,II) of van der Meulen [9] ,
[10]) by Komer and Marton [8] .
A
As an application, we compute ftQ and ftQ for two examples and we find that 
there are pairs in ft^  which are not in ft^ . A side result of this fact is that
A
ft can be enlarged. Indeed, if we define ft to be the convex hull of the union
A A
of ft with the set of all (R^ R ^ O )  for which ( R ^ )  € ftQ, then ft will be
A
strictly larger than ft whenever ftQ is strictly larger than ftQ (since the latter
A
condition implies the intersection of ft with the RQ * 0 plane is strictly 
larger than the intersection of ft with the R q * 0 plane).
In the present paper we do not prove any new random coding theorems. Instead, 
we show by actual calculation of ftQ and ftQ that there is something to be gained
A
from the more general method of extracting rate pairs from ft. The result that R q
1 AAchievability of the region ft^  follows from the observation that the 
common message capability of a code can be shared between the two separate 
message components (provided there is no requirement for confidentiality of 
the messages).
3is strictly larger than for some channels is new. This fact was previously 
unknown primarily because both regions were never before calculated for the same 
channel. The obstacle was the lack of bounds on the cardinalities of auxiliary
A
random variables needed to compute and An additional result obtained
A
in the paper is a new alternative characterization of the region for 
the general broadcast channel.
The General Broadcast Problem: Notation and Preliminaries
A two-receiver, discrete memoryless broadcast channel X = 
consists of a finite "input” alphabet Z , finite "output" alphabets 1^ and ty2, 
and transition probability functions p^(i|k) and p2(j|k) defined for k € 
i £ and j € Let £ n, and denote the sets of n-sequences with
elements from Z, 1^, and respectively, and let p* and p2 denote the n-th order 
memoryless extensions of p^ and p2, respectively. An (n,M^,M2,MQ,t) code for the 
channel consists of M = M ^ M q codewords x _ k € ^ , M^Mq disjoint subsets ^
and M 0M_ disjoint subsets ¡3. , C  ( l ^ i ^ M .  , l ^ j ^ H 2, l ^ k ^  M.) such that
m '1 2 ( 2
i, j ,k y € a i,k
p”(y|Xljk) +  2 P2(ylxijk)) s e 
y
A triple ( R ^ R ^ R q ) is achievable if for each e > 0 there exists an 
(n,M1 ,M2,M0,e) code with a'1 log M. s R. - E i = 0,1.2. Throughout this paper, 
logarithms will be to the base two.
The broadcast channel, as just defined, models a single sender broadcasting 
information to two receivers. A rate-triple ( R ^ R ^ R q ) is achievable if the 
sender can reliably transmit separate messages to the first receiver at rate 
r to the second receiver at rate R ^  and simultaneously send a common message 
sequence to both receivers at rate Rq .
4Auxiliary random variables are introduced through the notion of a test 
channel. A random vector (U,X) is defined to be a test channel for the 
broadcast channel }{ = (%, ,P2 »V-pVp if the components of the random
vector U are mutually independent and if the random variable X has range
The components of U are the test channel inputs. The range of IL is 
denoted by V and is called the alphabet for the i-th input to the test
channel. Given a test channel (U,X), we say that the random vector Y = (Y2 ,Y2>
is an output of the broadcast channel X if for each i * 1,2
P[Yt = j|x=k] = (j |k)
for k€%, j and if (UjX,Y) is a Markov chain (i.e., U and Y are condition­
ally independent given X). The vector (U,X,Y) may be considered to be a 
cascade of the test channel (U,X) with the broadcast channel X. Given a set 
of test channels, we denote by .£X the set of all (U,X,Y) such that 
(U,X) €•£ and Y is an output of X corresponding to input X.
A
Let P (respectively, P) be the set of all test channels (U,X), with 
U = (respectively, U = (U^,U2 jUq )), such that the test channel input
U has finite range. The Cover -van der Meulen region of achievable rate 
triples is the convex closure of all rate triples (Rj,,R2 ,Rq ) f°r which there
A
exists some (U,X,Y) €PX such that
Rx < i(u1;Y1|u0) , r2 < x (u2;y2Iu0) ,
R0 < min CI(U0 ;Y1|U1),I(U0;Y2 |U2)},
Rt +R0 <I(U0,Oi ; Yl),
and
R2 + Rq < I(U0,U2 ;Y2) .
Throughout the paper, H  denotes the real line and ]R+ denotes the nonnegative 
real line. If X and Y are random variables, X ~  Y means that X and Y have the 
same distribution.
0
5The Broadcast Situation with no Common Message
The projection of ft on the Rg*0 plane yields the two-dimensional region R^. 
An alternative description of R^ given by van der Meulen [9] is R^ = co C(P) 
where "co" denotes convex hull, "co" denotes the closure of the convex hull, 
and
Cf&) = f(R1,R2)|R1 < I(U1;Y1),R2 < I(U2 ;Y2),(U,X,Y)€^K] 
for any set of two-input test channels for the broadcast channel M .
A
The region Rq , which we have defined by
r q = {(R1+ s 1>r2+ s2)Is 1 > o,s2 > o >(r 1,r2 ,s 1+ s2) eft 3,
has the following very useful, alternative characterization which is proved 
in Appendix A.
Proposition. If C? is the set of all rate pairs (T^jT^) such that
T2 < , (1)
I2 < I(U2>U0 ;Y2) , (2)
and
Tx + T 2 < X(U1;Y1|u0) + I ( U 2 ;Y2 |d 0) + minfl(O^Y^,I(D0 ;Y2)3 , (3)
A
then Rq = co Q,.
For the general two-receiver, binary-input, memoryless broadcast channel
A
we will show that Rq can be calculated by considering only those test channels 
((U^,U2,Uq ),X) for which Uq is binary, and U2 are ternary, and X is a 
(deterministic) function of (U^I^ jUq ). The proof of this employs a similar 
result for Rq which is established in Section II; namely, Rq = R^ = co C(P^) 
where P, is the collection of test channels ((U.,U0),X) £P such that U. and U0D 1 Z 1 Z
are binary and either X = A U2 or X s U 1 V U2 w^^ere "A" denotes minimum
6and "V" denotes maximum). In fact, the proof of the result for R^ is 
essentially an extension of the proof of the result for R^. Indeed, there 
are only four basic information quantities involved in the above characteriza­
tion of Rq ! ICUq JY^) and I(U^;YjJU q ) for i - 1 and 2. Roughly speaking, after 
selecting Uq to make the quantities I(Uq ;Y^) large, the remaining problem of 
maximizing I(IL;Y.JUq) is equivalent to the maximization of the quantities 
KUijYi), which we also encounter in computing Rq .
7II. Cardinality Bound for R^.
In this section we will prove that R ^ ^ ^  f°r a given binary-input broadcast 
channel K = ({ 0, l} ,p^p^ • We begin with an alternative characterization
of R q = coC(P). For X € define
c(X) - sup{!x (U,X)|(U,X) € P],
where
$x (U,X) ^ X 1I(U1;X1) + X2X(U2 ;Y2) (4)
where Y is any output of K corresponding to the test channel input (U,X).
2Then R q is the collection of pairs (R^jR^) € dominated by the family of
2
lines [X-jX^ + ^2x2 = CGL)|X ^  ®-+} • To prove that R^ = R^ we need only show that
O ^
given X € 1R+ and (U,X) € P, there exists a (U ,X ) € P^ such that
§ (U,X) £ §. (U ,X ). Our approach will be to first "reduce” the cardinality of the 
range of t^. That is, we will produce (U*,X ) € P such that and have the 
same distribution, is binary, X* is a function of U*, and f^(U,X) ^ §^(U*,X*).
icA second application of this procedure will then prove that can also be 
chosen to be binary. Finally, we then show that (U ,X ) can be chosen so that 
either X V U2 or X sU^ A U2 (i.e., (U ,X )€P^), which establishes the result
9R_ = R, . Let X € ]R and (U,X) € P be fixed throughout this section.O b  — + 2
Let and denote the ranges 0f U1 and U2> and suppose ||ty || * n and
ll^ ll = m. By "relabeling" we can suppose that ^  = {l,...,n} and 
^2 = f a n d  that P[X = l|u^ - i] and p[x * 1| = i] are both non­
increasing in i.
Although these sets are assumed to be finite in this paper, we show in 
[6] that such a restriction is not necessary and when removed gives a more 
general result. The finiteness of 1(^  and is assumed here to simplify the 
presentation of the basic results.
8Before exhibiting the random variables (U ,X ), we will construct an
intermediate pair of random variables (U,X) contained in a subset P n of P.
Let T  be the collection of all t € ]Rn such that 1 2i t. ^ ^ t ^ 0 andn —  i n
let J  be the collection of all n-dimensional probability vectors. For n
convenience let s, = t t1 = 0  and tn = 1 in this section. Define P as the U n+i U n
set of all (U,X) € P for which there exists a (¿,t) € x such that
Ptu. - i] -  s , p[u, = j] - t - t , X = X _
1 1 L J J {u.s u2}
where 1 £ i £ n, O ^ j ^ m ,  and X denotes the indicator function 
(i.e., X * 1 if * U2 and X =* 0 otherwise). It follows that
(5)
P[X * 1|U1 = i] = t , r = P[X = 1|U2 58 j] * 2 sk 
1 1 J k=0
( 6 )
and that
n
P[X - ]J - E s t = E (t. - t. +1)r.
i-1 j*0 J J J
(7)
Whenever random variables (U,X) are related to vectors (¿,t) as in (5), we shall 
write <—> (U,X). Now if we let
! = pCd x = i] , tt » p[x = l|ux = i] , 1 s i S n, (8 )
then we obtain a particular (U,X) € Pn such that (¿,t) (U,X). We summarize
the properties of (U,X) in the following theorem.
9Theorem 1 .
If Y (resp. Y) is an output of K corresponding to input (U,X) (resp.
(U,X)) then
a) (UX,X) ~  (U1,X)
b) KU.jY.) £ KU.JY.) i = 1,2.
Remark.
Clearly b) implies that §^(U,X) £ §^(U,X).
Proof ,
Assertion a) is obvious from (5), (6) and (8). Assertion b) for i^l 
follows from a) which (along with the definition of channel outputs) implies 
that (U1,X,Y1) -  (U1,X,Y1). Similarly Y£ -  Y£ so that H(Y2) = H(Y2>. Hence 
to prove b) for i=2, it suffices to show that
H(Y2|u2) 2 H(Y2 |u2) . (9)
Since (U,X,Y) is a Markov chain for which the conditional discrete density 
function for Y^ given X is p^, the conditional entropy HCYjlL) can be written 
as an expectation of a function of P[X = 11U±] . First, note that for j 6 1^,
1
P[Y. = j|u ] = E p (j|k)P[X = k|U ] 
k-0
= L (P[X = l|u ]) 
i J
where L. .: [ 0,1] -» [ 0, l] is defined by i»J
L, ,(<*) = arp,(j11) + (1 - a)p (j|0)
for j € ty., 0i 6 [0,1], and i«l,2. Hence
10
hcyJ i^ ) - E{S <p[Lt>j(P[X = 11 )]3
- E{Ai(p[X = 1|U±] )} (10)
where cp(p) = -p log p and
A-(a) = 2 cp[L .(»)]. (11)
j ,J
Since L. .is affine and cd is concave, then cp o L. . is also concave. Therefore,i»j L»J
is the sum of (finitely many) concave functions so it is concave.
Notice that is completely specified by the broadcast channel transition 
probability p^ and that (10) is established using only the fact that (U,X,Y) is 
a Markov chain and the fact that the conditional distribution of given X is 
determined by p^ (the joint distribution of Y^ and Y^ is immaterial).
If we define a. = P[U9 2> j] and b . = p[x « l|U9 - j] , then by (10),
H(Y2|U2) = S (a 
j=l J
aj+x)A2(b .). ( 12)
Similarly, (see (5) and (6)),
H(Y2|Ù2) - E[A,(P[X = l|u,])}
m
= E (t. - t . .)A9(r.)
j=0 j j+1 2 y (13)
Since our goal is to prove (9) we wish to compare (12) and (13).
11
Let y 1 £ y 2 ^ ••• ^ Yn  be an ordering of {a2,...,am} U 
(hence N * m+n-1) and let Y Q = = tQ = 1, YN+1 = = tQ+1 - 0. Recall
that 1 * a1 ^ ... ^ am+1 * 0 and 1 ■ tQ 2> ... ^ tfl+1 = 0. Define p(j) and
p(j), by
p(j) - k  if ak 2 Yj > \ +l
and
p(j) - k if ^  2 Yj > \ +1.
and let b- = bp(j) and rj = With 5 j “ Yj Yj+ 1 >
(12) and (13) become
h (y 2|u 2)
N
2 6dA2(b!)
j-0 J J
(14)
and
N
2 6 A2(r»),
j-0 J J
(15)
respectively. Since both b^ and r are nondecreasing in k and since p(j) 
and p(j) are both nondecreasing in j, it follows that both bj and rj are 
nondecreasing sequences. This, the concavity of A2, and the next two lemmas 
will establish (9), completing the proof of Theorem 1.
Lemma 1. Let Xq jX^,...,^ and y0,y^,...,yN be nondecreasing sequences of 
real numbers. Let § be a sequence of real numbers such that for 
each k in the range 0 £ k £ N,
N
S
j=k J J
N
* E 
j“k
(16)
with equality for k - 0. Then for any concave function A
N N
2 § . A ( x .) *  E § .  A ( y .).
j=0 J 3 j=0 J 3
(17)
12
Lemma 1, which is proved in Appendix B, is a generalization of a result 
obtained in 1929 by Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya (see [7., p. 89]). The 
generalization is due to Fuchs [4] , and the proof that we give in Appendix B 
is essentially his.
Lemma 2. For 0 ^ k ^ N,
N
2
j«k
b ’.J
N
2
j =k J J
with equality for k - 0.
Proof of Lemma 2 .
Construct random variables 0 and © on [0,1,... 
and ( © ^ j X )  are Markov chains with
P[® -  j|ü2 -  k] a "  \ +1)
if k = p(j) and
p[0 -  j|o2 -  k] = 5. (1^ -  e ^ )
,N] such that (0,Ü2,X)
if k 38 p(j). These probabilities are zero otherwise.
Since U2 is independent of U^, © may also be chosen to be independent of 
U^. Similarly, let © be independent of U^. Note that U2 - p(©), that
P[0 = j] = p[0 = j|u2 - p(j)]p[02 = p(j)] =» 8
and that
b' = P[X « l| U2 » p(j)] = P[X = l| U2 = p(j),0 » j] = P[X - l|® = j].
Similarly, U2 = p(0), P[0 = j] = 6^ and rj = P[X = 11© = j] . Notice that 
C©,!^) is also independent of U^, since (©,112) - (0,p(©)). We then obtain,
for 0 £ k £ N,
13
N
E 6.b! = P[© £ k,X = 1] 
j-k J 2
n
= E P[© 2: k,X = l|U - i]s. 
i=l 1
n
S S min{P[© 2 k|u1 = i] , P[X = 11Ux - i]}si (18)
i=l
n _ _
= E min{p[© 2s k], P[X = l|ut = i]}s 
i=l
n _ ^
* E min{p[® ^ k] , P[U« ^ i]}s 
i=l
n _
* E min{ P[© 2; k] , P[p(<§>) 2: i]}s 
i=l
n
= E P[® ^ k, p(@) 2: i]s 
i=l
n  ~
= S P[® ^ k, U2 ^ i|U, = i]s 
i=l
n  ~  _
= E P[© ^ k, X = 1 |un = i]s 
i=l
„ N
= p[® ^ k, X = 1] = E 6. r! .
j=k 2 2
Note that for k ■ 0, equality holds in (18). Hence, the proof of Lemma 2 
is complete.
We now return to the proof of the main result of this section, as outlined 
in the first paragraph. Suppose (¡s' X and (s/ , t ' ) <—> (U' ,X') G
Recall that this means (c.f. (5))
PCUl*i] = V  P^U2=^  = Cj “ tj+l* X ' = X {UJ ^ Up*
14
We may write
S^U'.X') = §^1)(2., ,x') - § £ 2)(u \x ’)
where we define
*j[1)(2'.X') - XtH(Yp + X2H(Yp
and
$^2)(D',X') * X^CY'lD’) +X2H(Y^|up.
As before Y 1 is any output of the channel corresponding to input (U1,X’).
Since (U* ,X*) is completely determined by (¡s’ , t1), we may consider ^ ( U 1 ,X') 
and § ^ ( U '  ,X*), i =1,2, to be functions of (s/ 9t '). For example, if s^=t^+1=0 
and t q*1» then (10) may be applied to yield
t^2)(a' ,t>)
n n j
= x s Î A - ( t *)  +  x 2 S ( t ;  -  t ;  )A ( E SÏ )  . 
1i=l 1 1 1 Zj=0 J 2 i=0 1
(19)
Recall that s_ and t were given in (8) and that (U,X) € was constructed 
according to (s^t) <-> (U,X). Let Jfr c  consist of those t* € such that
n ^
S s.t! = P[X = 1] . (20)
i=l 1 1
Then by Theorem 1 and the fact that t. € Jfr9
$^(U>X) £ $^ (jL»Ji) ^ supff^s^t/ ) |t' € .£} . (21)
If (U' ,X’) <-> (s.,t') and t* € jfr, then (20) implies that P[X = 1] = P[X' = l] . 
This, in turn, implies that $^(8., •) is constant onl, because the entropies
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of the channel outputs depend only on the distribution of the input X*. On
( 2 )the other hand, we observe from (19) that (s, •) is concave on J  , andA. n
hence on Jb, (Since the sum of linear and concave functions is concave.) 
Since ^  is a compact, convex subset of H^, the concave (continuous) function
§^^(js, •) is minimized over & at an extreme point of say t_ . Then, if
K
(U ,X ) € is constructed according to (£,£ ) <”> (U ,X ), it follows that
•k k*. (U,X) s sup{§,(s,t,)|t' € = «.(£ ,X )
The fact that t is an extreme point of Jfr implies that
k k
1 “ ‘o “
k k k... = t. - > t. ^  t.,-J-l j J+l
... = t = 0 n+1
for some j, 1 £ j ^ n. Since (s.,t*) <“> (U*,X ), this implies that
p[U2 = k] = 0 unless k = j-1 or j. That is U2 is essentially binary.
2Summarizing, we have started with \ € and (U,X) € P and then produced 
(U ,X ) where ~  U^, U2 € {j,j+l} with probability one, X * *[u* £ u*)
and § (U,X) £ §. (U ,X ). By repeating this procedure we can similarly show thatA. A.
U* can be taken to be distributed on some set {k,k+l}. The special form of
^  vU J.
the function X = Xj-y* u*} then insures that, after "relabeling”, and U2
1 2  ^
can be supposed to have range {0,1} and X can be taken to be either 
Ui A U, or * V U2. We have thus proven the following theorem.
Theorem 2.
For the broadcast channel K = ({0,1} ,p^,p2,l^,lJ2), Rq = R^.
Remark.““ “ —  %x
•J-
Since the (U ,X ) constructed from (U,X) in the proof of Theorem 2 
satisfied p[X = l] = p[x = l] , we also have the following generalization:
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c(X,p) - sup[fx(U,X)|(U,X) 6 P, P[X =1] - p]
= max{$x (U,X)| (D,X) € Pb> P[X = l] = p]
This will be used in the next section. We will also use the fact that 
c(2L>P) i-s continuous in p, which is easily proven from (22).
(22)
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III. Cardinality Bound for R^
In this section we will prove the following theorem for the binary-input 
broadcast channel K = ({ 0,1} ,p^,p2,l^,ty2).
A -
Theorem 3. The set of test channels used to compute R^ = co <3 can be restricted
A A
to P, , where P, is the collection of those test channels ((XL ,U0,U^),X) withD D 1 Z U U
binary, and U2 ternary, and X a deterministic function of (U^jI ^ U q ).
Proof .
4 *Let J  be the set of S ^ E.+ such that, for some (U,X,Y) € P K,
Sx £ I(U0,U1;Y1)
52 S I(U0,U2;Y2)
53 s I(U1;Y1|o0) + I(U2;Y2|u0) + I(UQ;Y1)
54 s I(U1;Y1|U0) + I(U2;Y2|U0) + I(UQ;Y2).
2 4Let T be the linear map from H  to E  defined by
T(x 1,x 2) = (x1,x2,x1 + x2,x1 + x2).
Referring to the definition of 3  in Section I, we see that (3 = T It is
easy to check directly that since T is linear (continuous) and one-to-one,
R q = co (3 = co T = T 1 co of •
Hence, to compute R q it suffices to compute co J , To this end, define for each 
X = (X1,X2 A 3) e and each (U,X) € P
ix(U,X) = XjKUq.Uj^ )  + X2I(U0,U2;Y2)
+ X3[I(U]_;Y1|uo) + I(U2;Y2|U0) + ICU^Y^]
+ ICU^YjUg) + I(U2;Y2|U0) + I(Uq;Y2)
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3where Y is an output of K corresponding to (U,X). For each € E + let
c(X) = sup{i^(U,X)|(D,X) € P). (23)
Using the characterization of convex hulls as in Section II, co J  is the
4collection of points in E.+ dominated by the family of hyperplanes
[X^i + A2x2 + ^3X3 + x4 = c(X)|X ^ ^+3 •
Thus to compute co J  (and hence R q ) one need only compute c(X) for all \ € B.^ . 
Thus, Theorem 3 will follow if we demonstrate that c (\ ) remains unchanged when
A A
P is replaced by P^ in (23).
A
Basically our approach now will be to first consider maximizing § (U,X)
A
A
over all (U,X) £ P with (Uq,X) having a specified distribution. We will show
that if the cardinalities of the ranges of and U2 are restricted to be at
most one plus the cardinality of the range of Uq , then the same maximum
results. Then, removing the constraint on the distribution of (Uq,X), we will
show that Uq can be restricted to be binary.
Let us rewrite i (U,X). Define, for (U,X) € P,
A
i^1:>(U,X) - (X14X3+1)I(U1;Y1|u 0) + (X2-tX3+l)I(U2;Y2|uo)
i^2)(u,x) = (-x 1-x 3)h (y 1|u q) + (-x 2-i >h (y 2|u 0)
i{3)(2.x) = (X1+X3)H(Y1) + (X2+1)H(Y2)
so that
3
i^(U,X) = 2 i^l)(U,X). (24)
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Define the set P* c  P to be the collection of test channels 
((U^»U2>uq) € P such tiiat X is a deterministic function of (U-^^jUq) and
U1 and are each distributed on {0,l,...,r}, where r is the cardinality of 
the range set of Uq .
Let V q be any finite set, let pQ(u) be a probability distribution on 
tyg and let qQ(l|u) be such that 0 £ q^ClJu) £ 1 for u € V q . If Uq and X are 
random variables such that X is binary, p [Uq*u] * pQ(u) and p [x »1|Uq-u] = qQ(l|u), 
we shall write (UQ,X) —  (£q >£q )*
Finally, define for 0 £ p £ 1,
Y^^(p) * c((X^+Xq+1,X2_^ 3 +^) >P) • (25)
(See the remark after Theorem 2 for the definition of c(*,p), which is
a (i)
continuous in p.) The next lemma deals with 
Lemma 3. The following are equal.
a = sup{i^1)(U,X)|(U,X) 6 P',(U0,X) ~  CEg.So)} (26)
b - sup{i;[1)(D,X)| (TJ,X) € P,(U0,X) ~
c = S Y,(1)(qn(l|u))p (u) 
u € ^
Furthermore, the supremum in (26) is actually a maximum.
Proof.
A A
We shall prove that a ^ b ^ c ^ a .  Since IP'CP, a ^ b is immediate.
A
To see that b £ c, note that for ((U1,U2>U q ),X) € P with UQ ~  £q ,
i^1)(U,X) = Z p 0(u ){(X1+X2+1)I(U1;Y1|o 0=u ) + (X2-^3+l)I(U2;Y2 |U0»u)}.
u € V Q
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The terms of this sum are the same as the information quantities of Section II. 
(Notice that u^ and are conditionally independent given U q since U-^,^ and 
Uq are mutually independent.) Hence, the sum may be bounded term by term to 
yield b £ c. To prove the final inequality, c £ a, we will construct 
(U1 ,X‘) € P' with (Uq ,X') ~  (£q >Hq ) and ^"^(HiX') = c, which will also 
demonstrate that the supremum in (26) is actually a maximum.
The construction proceeds as follows. Let r = . For each u, € V q > there
is a test channel ((V^jV^^X11) € P^ such that (see (22)) p[xUs!l] * q^(l|u) and
4 1 ) ( q 0( 1 l “ )> -  * (X 1+>3+ l , X 2^ 3 + l > (ZU-XU)
= (X1+X3+1)I(v",y“) + (X2+X3+1)I(v",Y2) (27)
where YU is an output of the channel corresponding to input (Vu,xu).
For i-1,2, let p^ = P[v“=l] , let £ a[2) ^ ... ^ , be an
ordering of the set [p^|u € , and let = 0 and 1. Let cr^u) denote
the rank of p? in ; that is,*i i
&¿(u) = min{k|p^ £ .
Define Uq , Uj, and to be mutually independent random variables with 
U ^ ~  £q (i.e., P[UJ * u] = p0(u), u € Kq) and
P[U| = j] = - Q f ^  for 0 £ j ^ r f i-1,2 .
To complete the construction we must choose X* as a binary function of 
(U^,U[,Up so that (Uj,X*) ~  (£q ,£q ) and ;(U',Xf) = c. The trick is to
make the conditional distribution of (Uj^U^X*) given U q = u imitate in an 
information-theoretic sense the distribution of ( V ^ V ^ X 11).
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For u € K0, i « 1 or 2, and 0 £ j £ r, let X^(j) = X ^  < a (u)}#
Then
P[X^(U[) -  i|u0 -  u] = P[X*(Uj> « 1]
ct.(u )-1
= X O' 
j=0
(j+D pu = p[vu = 1]. 1 1
That is, X^(U|) ~  (i.e., they have the same distribution.) Recall by the 
definition of P^ that either XU = V or XU = A vlj. When U q - u, let 
X' = X^(up A X^CUp (resp. X^(U[) V X^(Up) if XU = A V* (resp. V V^). 
Then conditioned on U q = u,
(v",v“,xu) ~ (x“(up,x"(up,x').
One consequence of (28) is that
(28)
P[X'= 1|Uq = u] = P[XU = 1] = q0(l|u)
which implies that (U^X1) ~  (£q >£q ). Another consequence of (28) is that if 
(Y^jY^) is an output of the broadcast channel corresponding to input (U*,X’), 
then, for i = 1,2 and all u,
i(v",y") = I(x“(up,q|i^=u)
(29)
= I(upq|u^=u).
The second equality follows from the fact that U!^  and Y| are conditionally 
independent given Uq=u and X^(U|). Substitution of (29) into (27),
A
multiplying by p^(u) and summing over u yields that §^(U’,X') = c, completing
the proof of Lemma 3.
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Note that if ((UlfU2>U0),X) € P and (UQ,X) -  , then § ^ ;(U,X)
may be expressed in terms of (£q ,£q ). Indeed, by (10),
J(2)(U,X) - E  pQ(u) ^ 2)(q0(l|u>)
X u —
(30)
where
î^2)(a) = (-Xx - X3)A1(a) + (-X2 - l)A2<a).
(2)Note that Y. (a) is continuous in ct. Since the entropies of the channel
K
(3)outputs depend only on the input probability distribution, (U>X) is aA.
function of p =* P[X=l] * E qn(lIu)pA(u). We shall denote these facts by
u  o  u
writing $^2^(£q ,£q ) and §^3^p) for and i^3\u,X), respectively.
We now reconsider c(X). Observe that
c(X) = sup{c(X,p)|0 £ p ^ 1}
where
c(X,p) & sup[îx(U,X)|(U,X) 6 P, p[x-l] = p}.
For 0 £ p £ 1, let F^ denote the collection of distributions (£q ,£q ) such that
p = E p0(u)qQ(l|u). 
u
Then, using (25), Lemma 3, and (30),
(31)
c(X,p) = sup |~sup{i^ 1)(U,X) | (U,X) € P,(U0,X) ~ (Eq,^)}
V%> € FP "
+ *[2)d o . v ]  + ^ 3)(p)
- sup [s p0(u)(Y^1)(q0a|u) + Y,[2)(q0(l|u)))] + l£3)(p)
£q’2o € FP u
(32)
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Let
Y (a) = Y,(1)(a) + Y.(2)(a) 0 £ a £ 1.
L. h. A.
Since Y (a) is continuous in a, the mapping t -* (t,Y(t)) is also continuous,A
2 r nand defines a compact arc T i n E  as t ranges over the compact set L 0,1J .
Given any distribution (£q ,£q ), we have
(2 p0(u)q0(l|u),E p0(u)Yx(q0(l|u))) € cor
U U “
and any point of cor may be expressed in this way. Therefore the supremum, 
say M, of the bracketed term in (32) over (£q ,£q ) € is the supremum of y
such that (p,y) € cor. Since cor is closed, (p,M) G cor. Clearly any point of 
cor can be expressed as the convex combination of two points of T, so that 
there exists p*(0) + pg(l) = 1 and 0 £ q*(l|0), q*(l|l) £ 1 such that
1 1
(p,M) = ( Z p*(u)q*(l|u), 2 p*(u)Yx (q*(l|u))). 
u=0 u=0 —
It follows that (using (32) and Lemma 3)
c(\,p) = 2 p*(u)1'.[1)(q*(l|u)) + # ^ 2)(E*)a*) + ^ 3)(P) 
u=0 — — —
= m ax{i<1:)(U ,X )| (U ,X ) £ P '.C U g X ) ~  (E^ .a §)3  +  i ^ 2 ) (E^»a§) +  ?,J;3 ) (p)
Thus
c(X,p) - §X (U*,X*)
for some (U*,X*) € P* with (U*,X*) ~  (£§>£§)• The fact that u q is binary 
and (U*,X*) € P* implies that (U*,X*) € Pb# We hence have that
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c(X) = sup[c(X.,p) 10 s p s 1}
= sup{maxf$x (U,X)| (U,X) € Pb>P[x=l] = p} | 0 £ p £ 1} 
= sup{ix (U,X)|(U,X) e Pb}
completing the proof of Theorem 3.
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IV. Examples— ftg Compared with ftg
We have proved bounds for the test channel alphabet cardinalities necessary
a
to compute Rg and fog. Both regions were derived from the region of achievable 
rate triples ft given by Cover and van der Meulen. To the best of our knowledge, 
neither region has been calculated for any interesting channels before. By
A Acalculating ftg and ftg for two simple examples, we will show that ftg is sometimes 
larger than ftg . This fact, as revealed by our second example, is the result of 
surprisingly complex interplay between "separate" and "common" mutual information
A A
quantities. As noted in Section I, that ftQ is larger than ftQ implies that ft 
is larger than ft. We will also indicate an extension of our results to the 
ternary-input Blackwell Example.
A. A Binary Symmetric Broadcast Channel.
The binary symmetric broadcast channel (BSBC) is a simple example of a 
degraded broadcast channel, the capacity of which is already known [10]. We
A A
consider it here to clarify the relation of ftg  to ftg . ftg is the capacity 
region of rate pairs for the BSBC and, indeed, any degraded channel. This is 
easily seen by comparing our expression for 3  with the capacity region for 
degraded channels as given in [5] or [10]. Thus, the capacity region of 
degraded channels may be extracted from the Cover-van der Meulen region of 
rate triples. This was originally proved by van der Meulen ([9] , page 187) 
in the context of his "Situation (K,II)."
Now consider the particular BSBC with cross-over probabilities 0 and .25. 
That is, consider K = ({0,1},p^,p2,{0,1} where p^(0|0) = p^(l|l) and 
P2(0|0) = p2(l|l) = .75. We shall compute ftQ for this channel. Consider
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((U1,U2),X) € Ph such that PfU^l] = 1, PCu^O] = 1 - a., and X = Ux A U2>
If (Y^,Y2) is an output of K corresponding to (U,X), then iClLjY^] = ti^a i,a2^ 
where
t1(»1,a2) = h(ala2) - oixh(Q(2)
and
t 2^i V°i2) = (h(^ia2* *25> ‘ <*2h(al* *25) “ (1“^ ) h(*25>
where p*q = p(l-q) + (l-p)q. Because of the symmetry between X=0 and X=1 
for the BSBC, there is no need to consider X^J^ V U2 so that, by Theorem 2,
= cofCR^R^IlL £ ti(a1,«2) for some 0 £ 0^,0^ £ 1}.
It is easy to show numerically that is simply the region one obtains by time 
sharing. On the other hand, the set of all achievable rate pairs, which consists 
of those (R^,R2> for which R^ ^ 1-h ^(h(R2)* .25) (see [10]), is strictly 
larger than the time sharing region.
B. The Skewed Binary Broadcast Channel.
We define the "skewed binary broadcast channel" to be 
M * (f0,1},P1,P2,Co,l},f0,1}) where p 1(0|0) = p2(1|1) = 1 and 
p^(0|l) = p2(1|0) = .5. (See Fig. 1.) Using Theorem 2 and Theorem 3
Awe can evaluate and numerically. Instead we will use a more 
revealing approach, which involves considering some of the quantities 
which were used to prove the results of Sections II and III.
It turns out that is the time sharing region for this channel. We
A
will prove a stronger result first, with a view toward calculating R^. We
2will begin by computing c(X,p) for X € E.+ and 0 £ p £ 1. (See the remark
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after Theorem 2 for definitions.) It was shown that c(X_,p) can be computed 
using only test channels in P^. We will show that for the skewed binary 
broadcast channel, the set of test channels may be reduced even further—  
specifically, to the set of (U,X) € Pfe such that either X^U^ or X=U2. 
Equivalently, we will establish the following proposition.
Proposition.
For all \ € and 0 £ p £ 1,
c(X ,p ) = RPbmax{X1,X23 (33)
where
R^b = max{l(X;Y1),X(X;Y2 )|R[X-l] = p}. (34)
(The variables have conditional distribution p^ given X.) The proof 
is presented in Appendix C.
2Recall that may be described as the set of pairs (R^,R2) € H  such 
2that, for all \ € H  ,
X1R1 + X 2 R 2 * c(^  = suPfc(i»p)|° * P * l}.
Hence, the fact that is the time sharing region for the present channel
follows from the above proposition with X_ ~ (1,1).
A
We shall now outline a proof of the useful fact that R^ may be calculated
A
(for the present example) using only test channels (U,X) 6 P^ such that U^, U2 
and Uq are binary and
X = UQU1 + (1-U0)U2 ' (35)
The procedure used in the proof of Theorem III -- that of fixing the 
distribution of (Uq ,X) and then "reducing" the class of variables (U^,U2) —
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may be adapted to prove the present result. Indeed, note that (35) implies 
that X=U^ or X=U2, depending on whether Uq=1 or U q=0. That is, formally, 
given Uq=u , the variables and U2 mimic the random variables which, as the 
Proposition shows, are sufficient to attain
m a x O ^ C U ^ Y j J u ^ )  + \2I(U2 ;Y2 |lJ0=u) |p[X-l|uQ=u] = p} .
A specific approach to adapting the proof of Theorem 3 to prove that
A may be calculated using only test channels (U,X) satisfying (35) will now
A A
be outlined. Define IP1, to be the collection of (U*,X) € P* such that 
11^11 + ll^ ll ^ Il'Kjl + 2 (where ^  is the range of U p ,  and for each u € 
either I (U^;Y^|Ug«u) = 0 or I (U2;Y21Uq®u )=0 (i.e., given either or U2
A
is independent of X). We will indicate a proof of Lemma 3 when P' is replaced
A
by P* . This being done, the remaining portion of the proof of Theorem 3, 
which shows that Uq can be chosen to be binary, still applies. The special
A A
form of (U,X) € P ^ then insures that can be chosen using only (U,X) 
satisfying (35).
A  A
When P* is replaced by P* in Lemma 3, the inequalities a ^ b £ c are 
proven as before. The proof of c £ a however, must be modified. The 
essential change is that the test channels (V^,V^,XU) should now be chosen so 
that either = XU or = XU . In fact, by the Proposition, this can be 
done so that equality still holds in (27) (see (25)). The construction of
the variables (U',X'), starting with the (VU ,XU) chosen here, can then be
* * 
modified so that (U',X') € P ^  replaces the condition (U’jX1) € P'. The
construction, as before, implies that c ^ a, completing the proof of Lemma 3
A A
with P* replaced by P^.
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The fact that it suffices to use test channels (U,X) satisfying (35)
A
when computing for the skewed binary broadcast channel greatly simplifies
the computation. Indeed, this class of test channels may be parameterized 
by the three parameters p = P[Uq=1], a - P[U^-1] and 3 = . We have
found that the line segment P^jP^, where * ( . 2 4 1 1 . 1 2 0 5 . . . )  and
A
¿2 * (.1205...,.2411...), is contained in the boundary of (see Fig. 2).
AThe fact that P^ £ follows from using the test channel (U,X) corresponding
A
to p = .5 and a =■ 8 - .5 - J105/30 a  .1584 in (l)-(3). Then ^  € ftg by
■ A
symmetry. The fact that *-s contained in the boundary of will follow
from the fact that
s* = maxiR^-^l (B.^ ,R£) £ & q} * .3616... (36)
A
That s* = .3616... can be shown as follows. Since P^ € & q , it follows that 
s* £ .3616... From the Proposition in Section I, and (3) in particular, it 
follows that for any e > 0 there is a (U,X,Y) € P X such that
s* - e £ I(U1;Y1|u0) + I(1J2;Y2 |u 0) + min{l(U0;Y1),I(U0;Y2)}
5 IOJ^YjJUg) + I(U2;Y2 |U0) + ^ ( K U q JYj^ ) + I(UQ;Y2)) (37)
Now, using the fact that we need only consider test channels (U,X) satisfying 
(35), we obtain from (37) that
s* £ sup{f(a,3 ,p)| 0 £ a,3,p ^ l]
where f(a,3,p) is the quantity in (37) expressed in terms of the parameters 
Of, 3 and p. The function f(a,3,p) is a smooth function so that it is 
straightforward.(though tedious) to show that it attains its maximum value 
when Of * 3 = *5 - V105/30, p = .5.of .361643...
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It is perhaps surprising that Rq is substantially larger than the time 
sharing region for this example, while R q is the time-sharing region. In fact, 
given that R q is the time-sharing region, it is easy to see that if any of the 
variables U q , or is constant, then (T^,T2> satisfying (l)-(3) will be in 
the time-sharing region. Hence, it is the interaction of three auxiliary 
random variables which yields achievable rates outside the time-sharing 
region. The true capacity region of the skewed binary broadcast channel is 
unknown.
C. The Blackwell Channel.
A
We shall now compare Rq and R q for the Blackwell example. Concurring with 
van der Meulen [8], we conjecture that the size of the test channel input 
alphabets can be limited to min(||%|| ) and min(||%|| respectively when
computing R q for an arbitrary broadcast channel X = * WMl-e we
have been unsuccessful in extending the methods of this paper to verify this 
conjecture, we have successfully applied a similar but more general method of 
representing test channels [6] to obtain extensions of Theorems 2 and 3 for
A
the ternary-input Blackwell example. These results prove that Rq is 
computable for the Blackwell channel.
The Blackwell channel is K8 = ([0,1} ,p1,p2,[0,1} >[0,1}) where
Pl(0|0) = Pl(l|l) =■ Pl(l|2) = P2(l|0) = ¡>2(0|l) = f>2(l|2).
g
Formally, each of the two component channels of X is essentially a binary 
input channel. Hence, the methods of this paper, which apply primarily to 
channels with binary inputs, can be modified to include XB . We have shown [6] that
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in computing for X8, one need only consider test channels ((U^jl^jX) 
such that and JJ are ternary, and X is a deterministic function of U.
In his analysis of the Blackwell channel, van der Meulen [9] 
obtained the region consisting of all rate pairs in which can be
obtained using only test channels with binary inputs. is the set of
all pairs (R^jR^) such that 0 <  R^ <  h(p) and 0 <  R^ <  C(p) for some 
P € [0,1], where C(p) « log2[l+exp2(-h(p)/(1-p))]. For example, the 
point (.6940,.6940) is a boundary point of
We will show that is smaller than for X by demonstrating that
A
(.7025,.7025) is in ftg. Indeed, let Uq , and be independent random 
variables with P[Uq*0] = P[Uq»1] * .5 and and U2 having the same 
distribution, P[U^*0] =* .55,. PCU-^l] * .12 and P[u^32] * .33. Then define X 
using Figure 3. If ( Y ^ ^ )  represents an output of the Blackwell channel 
corresponding to the input (U,X), then routine calculations show that the 
pair (.7025,.7025) € C c  a .
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V. Concluding Remarks
It may seem paradoxical that we have found rate regions larger than 
Rq (and hence ft) by considering only achievable rate triples in ft. The 
crux of the matter is that the true capacity region must have an internal 
consistency which we have shown ft lacks. Specifically, if (R^jR^ jS^+S^) 
is an achievable rate triple then so is ( R ^ + S ^ ^ + S ^ O ) . However, as we 
demonstrate by example, (R^R^jS^+S^) € ft does not imply that (R^+S^^+S^O) € ft.
A
(This is equivalent to the fact that ft^  is larger than ftQ.) The larger regions
^ A
Rq and ft are obtained by simply enlarging ft to be internally consistent. The 
achievability of the region ft, then, implies the achievability of the region
/S A
ft (and hence, the achievability of ft^ , which is obtained as the projection of 
ft onto the Rq=0 plane).
Our observation that ft is not internally consistent depends on our main 
mathematical results, which give bounds on test channel alphabets necessary to
A
compute Rq and ft^  for binary-input channels. We have not extended these results 
to arbitrary discrete memoryless broadcast channels. We conjecture, however, 
that ftQ can be calculated for the channel (^,p 1,p 2,U1>V2) usin8 only test channel 
input alphabets satisfying
ilujl * mlndWUlvJI) i-1,2
(this concurs with van der Meulen's conjectures [9]) and that ft^  can be 
calculated using test channel input alphabets satisfying
Kll * m±n(||%|| ,max(||V1| ,||V2|| ) )
and
!l\|| * 1 + !|Vjl*(min(||X|| ,11^ .11 )-l) i=l,2.
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Bounding alphabet cardinalities necessary for computing the region of rate
A A A
triples ft (or, equivalently, ft, since ft is obtained directly from ft and ft^ ) 
appears to be considerably more difficult. We leave the question of computability
A A
of ft as well as the question of whether or not ft is the true capacity region, as 
an open problem.
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Appendix A
/v ■■ ■
We shall prove that ft^  = co (3. By definition, ft is the closed convex hull
3of the collection of all triples ( R ^ R ^ R q ) in ]R+ which satisfy, for some 
(U»X,Y) € P K:
la Ri * k u ^ yJ uq)
lb R2 s k u 2;y2|u0)
lc R0 s X(U0;Y1|n1)
Id R0 s I(U0;Y2|u2)
le R1 + Rq s i(u0,u1;Y1)
If R 1 + R0 s I < V U2;Y2>
2is the convex hull of pairs (T^,T2) € E.+ such that -- for some R^,R2» ^ 0
and S2 «t 0 with * R^ + and - R£ + S2 —  (r ^jR2»r q “ S1 + S2^ ^
Hence, by la - If, ft^  is the closed convex hull of the set of pairs
2 *(T^,T2> € such that there exists ^ 0, S2 ^ 0 and (U,X,Y) € P K satisfying
2a Tx S I(W1iY1|u0) + Sx 
2b T2 s I(U2;Y2|uq) + S2 
2c Sx + S2 £ ICUgjYjJup 
2d Sx +S2 * I(U0;Y2|U2) 
2e Tx S I(U0,D15Y1) - S2 
2f T2 s I(O0,U2;Y2) - Sx 
2g Tx a Sx
2h
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2On the other hand, <3 is the collection of pairs (T^,T^) € ]R+ which 
satisfy, for some (U,X,Y) € P K:
3a T1 ^ I(U1,U0;Y1)
3b T2 s  I(U2,U0;Y2)
3c Tj_ + T2 £ I(D1;Y1 |U0) + I(U2 ;Y2|U0) + I(U(J;Y1)
3d Tx + T2 s  X(U1;Y1|b 0) + I(U2 ;Y2 |uo) + I(UQ ;Y2)
Now, to prove that ft c  co <3 we need merely note that 2a-2h imply 
3a-3d. (2e=> 3a, 2f =* 3b, 2a and 2f => 3c, 2b and 2e => 3d)
To prove the reverse inclusion, we assume that (T^jT^) satisfies 
3a-3d for some (U,X,Y) and distinguish three cases:
i) If - I(U^;Y^|Uq ) ^ I(Uq ;Y2|u 2), then, substituting into 3d and 
applying the basic information identities yields that T2 ^ I(U25Y2)- 
Together with 3a, this implies that (T^,T2> € ft^ .
ii) If T2 - I(U2JY2|Uq ) ^ ICUq JY^Iu ^), then, substituting into 3c yields 
that T^ ^ I(U^ ;Y^). Together with 3b, this implies that ( T ^ ^ )  €
iii) If
T1 - K U ^ Y ^ U o )  < I(U0;Y21u 2) 
and T2 - I(U2;Y2 1p 0) < I(U();Y1|p i)
then let = T^ - I(U.;Y^|u.) and S2 « T2 - I(H2;Y2 |Ug). Then note that 
2a-2h are satisfied (definition of and 2a, 2b, 2g and 2h; 3c =* 2c;
3d => 2d; substituting S2 “ I(U2;Y2|Uq ) for T2 in 3c => 2e; substituting 
Sx - ICU^ y J U q ) for Tx In 3d => 2f). Hence ( T ^ )  € ftQ.
/\
Hence, in any case, if ( T ^ ^ )  satisfies 3a-3d then ( T ^ ^ )  € ft^ .
Hence, co 3.
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Appendix B
Proof of Lemma 2.
Notice that if = y\, then the i-th term of (16) and (17) has no effect 
on the inequality. Hence, we can assume x^ ^ y for 0 ^ j £ N, without loss 
of generality. For a given concave function A, define a slope function s by
s(x,y) * (x-y) X[A(x) - A(y)] (B.l)
for x ^ y. The concavity of A guarantees that
S(xk-l,yk-l) * S(xk ,yk) (B *2)
for 1 £ k £ N. It follows from (B.2) and (16) that
N
2 § i(x.-yi)[s(xk_1,yk^1) - s(xk ,yk )] £ 0 (B.3)
j=k J J J
for 1 ^ k ^ N. In fact, if we define s_^ = x^ and y  ^ = y^ then (B.3) holds 
(with equality) for k = 0 as well. Thus, we have
N
E
k=0
N
Sj(Xj-yj)[s(xk.i>yk.i) - S(x^,y )] 
J=k J J
^ 0
which is equivalent to
N-l N N N
2 E ?,(x -y )s(x^,y ) - E E  §,(x -y )s(* ,y ) £ 0 (B.4)
k— 1 j-k+l 2 2 2 K K k=0 j-k J J J K K
Because equality holds in (16) for k*0, the k=-l term in the left-hand sum 
of (B.4) is zero and so (B.4) is equivalent to
N
* E ?k (\  ‘ yk )s(xk ’yk ) 2 °' (B-5)k=0
Using (B.l) in (B.5) we obtain (17).
Appendix C
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We will prove the Proposition of Section IV. Using (4) and (22), we note 
here for convenience that
c(X,p) = max{X1I(U15Y1) + X2I(U2;Y2)|(U,X,Y) € PbK, P[X=l] = p).
The fact that c(X,p) ^ R^b • max(X1>X2) may be proven by considering test 
channels (U,X) G Pb such that either = X or = X and p[X=l] = p. To 
prove the reverse inequality, note that it suffices to consider the case 
\ = (1,1) since
c(X,p) £ c((l,l),p)max(X1,X2) 0 * p £ 1,X G ]R^ .
Hence, all we need to show is that if (U,X,Y) 6 PbK and P[X=l] = p, then
I O ^ jY ^  + I(U2;Y2) * max(I(X;Y1),I(X,Y2)). (C.l)
Recall that (U,X) € Pfe implies that either X = A U2 or X = V U2.
Suppose that Pfu^l] = x. Then, in order that P[X=l] * p, it is necessary that 
p £ x £ 1 and P[U2=l] = px Note that when x = p, I(U^;Y^) = I(X;Y^) and when 
x = 1, I(U2;Y2) = I(X;Y2). Thus, if we define
f(p,x) = I(U1;Y1) + I(U2;Y2)
= h(f) - Xh(^) + h(i±^) - l + £(i-h(i±£))
then (C.l) may be rewritten as
f(p,x) ^ max[f(p,p),f(p,l)] for 0 £ p £ x £ 1. (C.2)
We will now prove that
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f(p,x) £ f(p,p) for 0 ^ p ^ max(x,%), x ^ 1 (C.3)
and
f(p,x) ^ f(p,l) for % £ p £ x £ 1. (C.4)
Clearly (C.3) and (C.4) imply (C.2), so that establishing (C.3) and (C.4) 
will complete the proof of the Proposition.
To prove (C.3), we will note that the function gx (p) = f(p,p) " f(p,x),
as a function of p, is concave on [0,min(x,%)] and satisfies g^(0) = 0, and
gx(min(x,%)) ^ 0. It is easy to check that g^(0) = gx(x) * 0« It: can seen 
from the graph of g (%) as a function of x that g (%) > 0 for % < x < 1 (we 
were unable to prove this analytically). Finally, §x (p) is concave in p 
since its second derivative,
gx(P> * “ [x(l-2p+p2)+p2][p(l-p2)(2x-p)] 1, 
is negative for p € [0,min(x,%)] .
To prove (C.4) we note that for x > %, the function t^(p) = f(p,l) ~ f(p,x),
as a function of p, is concave on [%,x] and nonnegative at the endpoints. It
turns out that tx (%) = gx (%)> which, as noted in the preceding paragraph, we 
have found to be positive. One finds that
Cx (x) = h(1? ) ' h(f ) + 2x - 1
which satisfies tx(%) - tx(l) = 0 and (tx (x))" ^ 0 for % £ x £ 1, implying 
that t (x) ^ 0 for x € [%,l]. Finally, the function t (p) is concave in p forX X
p € [%,x] since
t£(p) = - p2 (l-x)[(2p-p2)(2px-p2)]*1
which is negative on that interval.
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1I. Introduction
Many problems in statistical decision theory and information theory 
require the extremization of a functional over a (possibly infinite 
dimensional) class of multivariate distributions. This paper is devoted 
to one such problem which arises in the study of a particular multiple- 
terminal communication channel known as the broadcast channel. Our main 
contribution is to reduce the problem to an extremization over a low­
dimensional compact convex subset of the original class of multivariate 
distributions. This is accomplished via a new representation theory for 
multivariate distributions. The representation theory may prove useful for 
other problems that arise in statistics and information theory, such as the 
optimization of a multivariate distribution subject to constraints on the 
marginal distributions.
In developing the representation theory, certain generalizations and new 
results in analysis are established. For example, Proposition 1 generalizes 
an inequality of Hardy, Littlewood, and Polya [5] and Fuchs [3]. We present 
such results in Section III along with the key representation theorems for 
multivariate distributions.
In Section IV the representation theory is applied to the broadcast channel
*
problem. In particular, we demonstrate the computability of a region Rq of 
achievable rate pairs for the transmission of separate messages to each of 
two receivers over binary-input broadcast channels and a particular ternary-
a
input channel known as the Blackwell channel. The region ft^  is derived from 
a region ft of achievable rate triples which was established independently by 
Cover [l] and van der Meulen [6] in 1975. In a companion paper [4] we demon-
A
strated the computability of Rq for binary-input channels. In the present 
paper we develop a more general approach which provides an alternative proof
a
of the computability of Rq for binary-input channels and also establishes the 
corresponding result for the Blackwell channel.
2II. Notation and Mathematical Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, IR denotes the real line, ]R the nonnegative 
real numbers, and B the class of Borel subsets of IR. The Lebesgue measure 
on ( 3R,£) is denoted by m and the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure on 
( m 2, S2) - ( IR XIR,/3 X B) is denoted by m2 .
Let L^(0,l] denote the normed linear space of all integrable functions 
f on (0,l] with the usual L^ norm
INI = J* Noo I du-
0
Let X be the set of all left-continuous, nonincreasing functions on (0,l] 
with values in [0,l]. Clearly, X is a convex, compact subset of L^(0,l].
For a monotone function f, f ” denotes the left-continuous version 
of f; that is, for each u, f (u) is the limit of f(u-e) as the positive 
number s converges to zero. It is well-known that f (u) » f(u) except for 
at most countably many values of u. The left-continuous inverse f ^.of a 
nonincreasing function f:(0,l] -* [0,l] is defined on (0,l] by
f"^(v) * sup{u € [0,1]|v £ f(u) or u=0}.
Notice that for 0 < u * 1, v £ f(u) if and only if u * f ^(v); therefore, 
(f”1)’1 = f and
||f|| * m2{(u,v) € (0,1]2 |v * f(u)] = Hf“1!!.
We will make use of the following ''change of variable formula" which is 
valid for f € X and any differentiable function g for which g°f is integrable:
3J gCf_1(v)]dv = [1 - f+(0)]g(0) - J* g(u)df(u) + [f(1) - 0]g(l)
0 (0,1)
. , 1
= [1 - f (0)]g(0) - fg(l)f(1) - g(0)f+(0) - J g'(u)f(u)du}
0
+ [f(1) - 0]g(1)
, 1
= g(0) + J* g'(u)f(u)du 
0
where f+ (0) = sup{f(u)|o < u £ l}.
The indicator random variable for an event A is denoted by x(A).
However, since the event A will usually be defined in terms of one or more 
random variables, a variation of this notation is convenient. For example, 
if U is a random variable on P) then we shall often denote the indicator
random variable for the event A = { u € b ] = {u)6 0|u (oo) € b } by Xg(U) rather 
than x(U € B).
We shall be dealing with conditional expectations and conditional 
probabilities involving random variables on (Q,^,P), but we shall omit the 
expression "almost everywhere with respect to P" in equating two such 
random variables. Finally, the fact that two random variables and Z  ^
have the same distribution is denoted by Z^ ~  Z^.
4III. Representation Theorems
Let (U,X) be a vector of real-valued random variables on a 
probability space (0^,3^,?^) such that the components of U - are
independent. Given another probability space one can ^orm
(Q,^,P) * (Q^,^,P^) x (Q2»^2,P2^ an<* ttien take (H,X) to be defined on 
(Q ¿F ,P).
Theorem 1. Can 156 c5losen so fchat there exists independent random
variables and on ( Q ^ P ) ,  uniformly distributed on [0,1], such that 
for all A € /?,
p[x € Alu^Oj] = p[x € A|d 1>D2] (1)
and
P[X € A|ut] = P[X 6 A|u±] (2)
Proof. For i = 1,2, let F^ denote the right-continuous distribution function
for U.. Let be the (countable) set of discontinuities of F^. Construct
a collection of random variables [u\ a |af€D^;i = 1,2} independent of (U.,X) such
that U. is uniform on [0,F.(a?) - F.(o?)], and fu.. la € D.} is independent1,0? i i 1,0?' 1
of fu« |o? € D„} . This is possible if the variables U. are all defined 2,cr 2J r i,o?
on a probability space an<* t*ie Pro<*uct sPace (Q,3sP) is formed.
Define
(3)Ui  _ t i ' V  T *  Ui»a {or] '  i /
i
Clearly (3) implies U-^  and U2 are independent, U and X are independent when
5
conditioned on U, and U and X are independent when conditioned on U .“  1 i
That is, (U,U,X) and (U^,IL,X) are Markov chains. Hence both quantities 
in (1) are equal to P[x 6 A|u^,U2,U1,U2] . The proof of (2) follows 
likewise.
Define G, (x) = inf [u|x * F (u)} for 0 * x < 1. Since G.(x) = X ifJ. L i
and only if -
F^(X) <  x <  Fi (X)>
then (3) implies U. “ - Since G.(x) s \ if and only if x s F^X )  then
Ptf^ * Fjtt)] = P [ G . ^ )  S X]
- P[Ut S X] = F-^X).
Suppose c €[0,l]. If there exists a X € 1R such that F^(X) * c then 
P[ui S c] = s F i(X)] =■ F.(X) - c.
Otherwise there must exist a X € H  such that F^(X) ^ c < F^(X) in which case 
P[Ui s c] = pCU j^ S F t(X)] - p[c < Uj^  S F i(X)]
- F.(X) - P[c - f T(X) < Vi  X S F^(X) - F 7(X), U. = X]
= F.(X) - [Fi(X) - F'CX)]*1^ ^ )  - c] P[U,. = X]
= F.(X) - [Fi(X) - c] = c.
Thus, in either case P ^  Sc] * c so i , is uniform on [0,1]. This completes 
the proof.
In addition to being required for our development of the representation 
theory, the two propositions which follow are of interest in their own right.
6Proposition 1. Suppose g^ is nonincreasing (i=l,2) and
t
J* [Sx(v) - g2(v)] dv £ 0 (4)
a
for ail t € [a,b] with equality for t*b. Then for any convex function Y 
on [c,d] , where c * minfg-^b),g2 (b)} and d * maxfg^a),g2(a)] ,
b b
f Y(g1(v))dv £ J Y(g2(v))dv. (5)
a a
Remark. For some of the applications of Proposition 1 in Section IV, it is 
important to notice that if there exists a v* such that g^(v) > g2 (v) for 
v < v* and g^(v) < g2 (v) for v > v*, then (4) holds for all t € [a,b] if it 
holds for t*b.
Proof. First notice that it suffices to prove the proposition for functions 
g^ (i«l,2) which satisfy maxfg^Cv),g2(v)] > c and minfg^Cv),g2(v)} < d 
for a < v < b. (If the g^ do not satisfy these conditions, then there exists 
a strictly smaller interval [ a ^ b 1] c  [a,b] such that these two conditions 
are satisfied and such that the integrals in (4) and (5) are unchanged if 
a and b are replaced by a' and b'.) Define h on [a,b] by
t
h(t) * J [gx(v) - g2(v)] dv 
a
and notice that h is continuous and nonnegative, and that h(a) * h(b) * 0. 
Define a slope function on [c,d] x [c,d] by
S(x,y) - (x-yi'^fCx) - Y(y)], xf? ;
S(x,x) * lim S(x,x + s), c £ x £ d; 
e -* 0 
e > 0
and
S(d,d) = lim S(d,d - e).
e - 0 
€ > 0
7The convexity of Y ensures that these limits exist and that S(x,y) £ SCx^y') 
for c £ x ^ x' £ d and c £ y £ y* ^ d. Notice that |S(x,y)| < » except 
possibly for x = y = c or x = y = d. Thus G(v) = S(g1(v),g2(v)> is finite 
and nonincreasing for a < v < b. Therefore, 
b b0 £ - J* h(v)dG(v) = J G(v)dh(v) 
a a
b
* J S(g1(v),g2(v))[g1(v) - g2(v)]dv 
a
b
- J  [Y(g1(v)) - Y(g2(v»]dv, 
a
which completes the proof.
Remark. Proposition 1 is a generalization of a result due to Fuchs [2] which 
is in turn a generalization of an inequality of Hardy, Littlewood, and 
Polya [4]. Proposition 1 can easily be generalized to allow integration with 
respect to a Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure (instead of Lebesgue measure) in 
(4) and (5).
Proposition 2. Suppose that the random variable U has a continuous distribu­
tion function and that the functions f and g are such that f(U) and g(U) are 
identically distributed with finite mean. Then for each t ^ 0
sup{Ef f(D )X b (U)} |B € S t } -  sup{E{g(D)XB(U)} |b  € B j  (6)
where is the indicator function for the set B and the suprema are over 
the collection Q of all Borel sets B for which P[u € B] s; t.
Remark. It is easy to construct examples (e.g., U uniform on [0,1], 
f(u) =» u, g(u) = 1-u, and B = [0,x] for 0 < x < 1) for which
8EffCO XgO J)} f  E{g(U )XB(U)}
even though f(U) and g(U) are identically distributed; thus, the suprema 
in (6) are crucial. Notice that jj,(B) = E{f(U)x-r.(U)} defines a signedD
measure on the Borel sets; hence, the supremum of p.(B) over B € 13^  is 
attained for each t ^ 0 (the suprema in (3) are actually maxima).
Proof of Proposition 2. The proof is based on a well-known property of a 
probability space which has no atoms: for each 0 6 [0,1] there exists
a set F G 3* such that v(F) =3* Notice that the probability space QR,/?,|J.), 
where p.(B) = P[u € B] for each B € B, has no atoms since U has a continuous 
distribution function.
Clearly, to establish (6) it suffices to show that for each D € 0 and 
each positive integer n, there exists a B € B such that m*(B) £ |i(D) and
-1H(f(U)X,(U)) 2 E{g(D)X„(U)} - n \ (7)
Toward this end let t^  =» n and x^ = p,(D ft D^) for each integer j where
D. = g \(t. .,tj). Let B! ■ f \(t. -,t.]) and notice that J J-l* j J J-l J
(Bj) - P[t < f(U) S t ] = P[t x < g(U) S t ]
= i-L(D . ) 2: X . ^ 0. 
J  J
Hence there exists a Borel set B^ C  B^ such that M«(B.) =» x. » |j,(D D D ).
It follows that
9E { g ( U ) X D ( U ) }  s  s  t  | i ( D  n  D  )j =-00 -* -*
£ n + S t . -|J.(B .)J-l JJ“ -00
Notice that for each j, B^ c  implies
t m,(B ) £ f f(v) dv j J Xi
If we let B = U B. then we see that (8) and (9) imply (7) and that
M * ( B )  £  m- ( D ) .
Proposition 2 is applied to our problem by means of the following
2lemma. Let be uniform on (0,1] as in Theorem 1 and suppose
now that X is binary (i.e., X takes values in the set {0,l}).
Lemma 1. Define the functions g and g2 on [0,l] by letting
g(v) = p[x = l|u2 - v]
and
g2(v) * inf [u € [0,1] |P[g(U2) ^ u] ^ 1 - v]
for 0 ^ v ^ 1, The random variables g(U2) and g2(U2) are identically 
distributed and
(8 )
(9)
(10)
( 11)
sup{JE g(v)dv|E € B,m(E) ^ t] = J q g2(v)dv. (12)
10
Proof. First notice that g2 is nonincreasing and therefore (12) is equivalent 
to (6). Next we notice that for a € [0,1]
a < g2(v) iff P[g(U2) £ a] < 1 - v. (13)
This implies that for b € [0,l] ,
b 2s g2(v) iff P[g (U2) s6 b] as 1 - v. (14)
If Ftt is the distribution function for W = g(U0) then (13) and (14) imply W ^
P[a < g2(U2) S l ] =  P[Fw (a) < 1 • s Fw (b)]
- Fw (b) - Fw (a)•
Thus, g2(U2) also has distribution function F^.
Remark. Lemma 1 shows that g2 is in a sense a rearrangement of g which 
preserves two important properties: (12) and §2^2^ ~  gO^)» These two 
properties will be crucial to our development of the representation. The 
reason for wanting to rearrange g is to make it nonincreasing.
In the following theorems we introduce certain ensembles of random 
variables which are characterized by their multivariate distributions.
Our results, which pertain to the maximization of certain functionals of such 
distributions, generally show that the functionals attain their maxima on 
nice subsets of the class of all multivariate distributions. Recall that 
U = (U1,U2) and X are random variables such that and are independent 
and uniformly distributed on [0,l] and X is binary.
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Theorem 2 . Define
fQ(u) = P[X = 1|U1 = u] , 0 < u £ 1 
Gq = {(u,v) € (0 ,l] 2 | f q(u ) 22 v}
and
X = X (U).
0 G0
Then
(i) (u1#x0) -  (UlfX)
and
(ii) For any convex function ¥ on [0,1]
(ii-a) Btp(P[X0 = ll^]) 2 Eep(P[X - 11 Ux] )
(ii-b) &p(P[X0 = 0|UXD ) 2 Bp(P[X = ol^]).
Proof. To prove (i), we observe that
p[X0 = l|ux = u] = P[U2 S fgiu)!^ = u] - P[U2 S f0(u)] = f0(u)
Next, we note that cp(u) is convex on [0,l] if and only if
cp(l-u) is also, so that (ii-b) follows from (ii-a). Let E € 6 be arbitrary 
and notice that
p[x = l,U2e ElUj^  = u] s min{p[x - l|Ux “ u] , P[U2€ E|ux = u]] (15)
= min{f0(u), m(E)}
- min[p[U2 s fQ(u)], P[U2 * m(E)]J
= min{p[u2 S fgCu)]^ = u] , P[U2 S m(E)|ui = u] }
= p[u 2 S f0(u),u2 S
- P[U € G0, n2 S mCE)!^ = u]
= p[x0 = 1, U2 S m(E) |lJx = u] .
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Therefore,
P[X = 1, U,€E] <  P[Xn = 1, U, <  m(E) 3
If we define by
gl(v) = P[XQ = l|u2 = v]
(16)
(17)
then it follows that
gx(v) = P[u € G 0 Iu 2 = v] = P[(U1,v)eGQ]
= P[f0 (U) 2 V] . 
Also, (16) can be written as
.m(E)
JE g ( v ) d v < J o gx(v)dv
(18)
(19)
Notice that if m(E) = 1, equality holds in (15), (16), and (19). 
for each t €[0,1]
Thus,
sup [J g(v)dv|E €/?,m(E) ^  t] ^  J g (v)dv 
E 0
with equality if t = 1.
Next we notice that (20) and Lemma 1 imply
t t
J g (v)dv ^  j g-(v)dv 
0 0
for 0 —  t —  1 with equality for t = 1. It follows from (18) that g^ is 
nonincreasing. Thus, Proposition 1 implies
(20)
E <p[ g1(U2)l ^ E cp[ g2 (u2)]
13
and Lemma 1 implies
Ecp[g2(U2)] = E<p[g(U2)]
From the definitions of and g (see (17) and (10)) we then get (ii-b).
Lemma 2 (Rearrangement). Let f^ be a Borel measurable mapping from (0,1]
~ ~ ~ 2 into [0,1], and let U = (U-^ ,U2) be uniformly distributed on (0,1] . If
Xn = Z  (u; where U GQ
G0 = f (u,v)e(0,l]2 |f0 (u) * v}
then there exists a nonincreasing, left-continuous function f^ mapping 
(0,1] into [0,1] such that if X = %_(IJ) where
G = iUv)€(0,l]2 |f1(u) == v}
then
P[X = lJUj] ~  P[XQ = llu,] (21)
and
(X,02) ~  (X0 ,U2) . (22)
Proof. Let
fx(u) = inf[v€[0,l] | P[fQ (U1) ^  v] ^ 1 - u]
for 0 < u ^  1. It is easy to check that f^(u) is nonincreasing in u.
Note that
V V  = p[u2 ^  f0 (U2) |Ui]
= p[x0 = 115,]
Similarly f^(U^) = P[X = l|u^] so that (21) follows from the fact
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that f^(U^) ~  igCUi), which is deduced from Lemma 1. Observe also that
P[X0 = l|u2 = v] = p[» i  £0 (,ul)|ur2] = P[V=£ ^ ( O p l
and similarly that P[X = l|u2 = v] = P[v £  which implies (22).
Finally, we can change f-^ (u) for at most countably many values of u to make 
left continuous, a change which will not affect (21) and (22).
Given a finite set X, let P be the collection of all random 
vectors (U ,X) such that X is distributed on X and the components of 
U = (U^U^) are independent, real random variables. In view of the infor­
mation-theoretic applications of the next section, elements of P are 
called test channels. For the remainder of this section we will set 
X ~ {0,1}. We now identify three subsets of P. Let P ^ ^  be the collection 
of test channels (U,X) such that and U2 are uniformly distributed on [0,1]. 
Let iP consist of those test channels (U,X)€P such that, for some left- 
continuous, nonincreasing function f^ mapping (0,1] into [0,1],
X = X (fir) where G = [ (u,v)€(0,l]2 |v ^  f-(u)} . (23)(j — 1
Finally, let P^ be the collection of test channels (U,X) such that
and U2 are binary and either X = A or X = V (where "A" and "V"
denote minimum and maximum).
Suppose and are differentiable, strictly convex functions 
on [0,1]. Define a function §(U,X) for (U,X)€P by
$(U,X) = EA^PfX = llUjD + E ^  (P[X = 11U2]) . (24)
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Theorem 3 . For fixed t€[0,l], define
a « sup{$(U,X) 
b « sup{§(U,X) 
c = sup{§(U,X) 
d * sup{§(ü,X)
C2,x)€P , P[X -  1] -  t]
®-»X )€ P u n if  * P[X = "
(U ,X )6P , P[X = 1] -  t}
(tJ,X)€Pb , P[X -  l ]  -  t}
Then a * b 35 c = d and the supremum in each case is actually a
maximum.
Proof. We shall prove that d ^ a < b ^ c ^ d .  The first inequality is 
trivial since c  P. Since §(U,X) depends only on the distribution of 
P[X * l|u^] for i s 1,2, there is by Theorem 1 a test channel (U,X)€P^n^£ 
for each (U,X)€P such that §(U,X) * ^(?>X). Hence a ^  b. Similarly, 
deduce from Theorem 2 combined with Lemma 2 that given (U_,X)€ ^  there 
is a test channel (U,X)€^ such that ?(U,X) ^  §(TJ,X) and X ~ X .  Hence 
b ^  c.
The distribution of a test channel in P is determined by a function 
f ^  £ via (23) . In fact, it follows from (23) that
P[X = 1] « P[DSG] = P[ü2 S  f1(0ri)] = Et£1 <jEF1 )J « ||f1l| (25)
P[X = lftrl - u ]  = P[02 S  f1(u)] = fx(u) (26)
and
P[X = l|u2 = v] = P[v <  f 1CU1)3 = f2 (v)
■where 2^ ~ v:*-ew °f (23) we conclude that the
(U,X) 6 P is determined by in the same way that it 
G = {(u,v) e (0,l]2 |u S f2(v)}■
By virtue of (26) and (27), we have
1 1
$(U,X) = r A1 ( £ . ( u ) ) d u  +  J A ( f  (v ))d v  (28)
0 1 0
Now using the "change of variable formula" given in Section II, we obtain 
1 1
J  A ( f  ( v ) ) d v  = A (0) + J  A ’ (u)du. (29)
0 L 0
(27)
test channel 
is by f^; that is,
Substitution into (28) yields
.1 1 
*(U,X) « J A1( f 1(u))du + A2(0) + J A’ (u ) f1(u)du (30)
For t6[0,l] let = [f'€£| |!f|| = t}. From (30) we see that the 
function §(U,X) restricted to (tf,X)€P, when considered as a function of
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on •£, is continuous and strictly convex on the compact, convex sets £ 
and -Cj.. Therefore, the supremum defining c is actually a maximum and
is achieved at an extreme point of Hence, the following will be useful.
Lemma 3. A necessary condition for a function f^ £ £
to be an extreme point of is that the range set {f^(u)(0 < u <  1} must
contain at most one number of the open interval (0,1).
Proof. The proof is by contradiction. Suppose f^6 does not satisfy the 
condition of the lemma. Then 1 > > f^(P) > 0 for some a, P with
0 < a <  p <  1. Choose and so that
1 > f1(Qf) + ex > f1(a) - > f^P) + > f^P) - e2 > 0 .
Let
Da = {u|f1(Qf) + e1 ^ f1(u) ^ f1(a) - e^}
and
Dp = {u|f1(P) + e2 ^ f 1(u) ^ f x(P) - e2) .
and are clearly disjoint sets containing or and P respectively. Let
^ fx(u), u € (Da U Dp)C
fx(“ ) + ex> u 6 Da n (0,Qf]
fX(u) = ^ 2fx(u) - fx(«) + ex> u 6 fl (or,l]
2fx(u) - fX(P) - e2 , u € Dp 0 (0,PJ
f10) - e2, u € Dp PI 0,1]
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and ^(u) = 2f^(u) - f^Cu). Then f^ and are each left-continuous,
1 2nonincreasing functions mapping (0,l] into [0,l], f (a) ^ f (a), and
f1(u) =■ i(f*(u) + f2 ^)) .
A  1Since J f (u)du increases continuously with and decreases continuously
! i 1
with e0 , we can reduce e or $ so that J f (u)du - j f.,(u)du (which
1 1 1 0 ' 0 1
A  2 A  l  pimplies J f (u)du = J f (u)du). Hence, f- is not an extreme point of + .
0 0 1
and proof of Lemma 3 is complete.
* *Returning to the proof of Theorem 3, let (U ,X ) maximize §(U,X)
over the collection of (U,X)€^such that P[X - 1] * t. Let f^ be the
corresponding element of £t . By Lemma 3, f^(u) takes on at most one value
other than zero or one for 0 < u ^  1. By symmetry, the function Î 2 »
defined by (27) with f^ replaced by f^, also takes on at most one value
other than zero or one. These conditions on f^ and f^ combine to imply
that f^ and f^ each take on at most two values, and at most one value
strictly between zero and one. Indeed, if one of the functions took
on three values, including zero and one, the other function would, by
the definition of left-continuous inverse, necessarily take on at least
two values strictly between zero and one -- a contradiction. Hence,
*for i = 1,2, the random variable f (U) takes on only two values. Define
the random variables V., i=l,2,to be one or zero as f.(U) takes on itsi i
larger or smaller value. We will check that (V*,X) € P a n d  that 
$(V*,X*) = §(U*,X*) = c, completing the proof of Theorem 3.
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k kTo show that (V ,X ) € it is only necessary to check that either 
^ ^
X = A or X 5 V-^  V V2, which is easy to verify using (23) and the
kspecial form of the functions f^. By using (23) it is also easy to check
k k k k kthat (IL,V^,X ) is a Markov chain (note that (V^jX ) takes on at most four
k k k kvalues). Since is a function of IL, (V^lLjX) is also a Markov chain. 
It follows that
p[x -  l|v*] -  P[X = l|v*,U *] = p[x = l|u*]
which implies that $(V ,X ) = §(u',X ).
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XV. Applications to Broadcast Channels and the Blackwell Example
A discrete memory less broadcast channel K =
consists of finite sets X and ^(i-1,2) and transition probability functions
p. (j | k) defined for j €1^, k€2. The information-theoretic problem is
to find how much information one sender, sending sequences from the
alphabet X, can send to two separate receivers whose received sequences
are statistically governed letter-by-letter by the transition probability
functions p . An inner bound $1 to the set of all achievable information ri
rates for the general broadcast problem was given independently by 
Cover [1] and van der Meulen [6]. In [4] a characterization was given of 
the largest region of achievable rate pairs (R^,R^) for the "separate 
information case" (see [6]) which could be derived from the region of
A
Cover and van der Meulen. Moreover, it was shown that the set Rq is 
computable when X  -  {0,l}. This amounted to showing that the cardinalities
A
of auxiliary random variables used in the definition of Rq could be bounded. 
By using the representation theory developed in this paper, we shall, prove 
an extension of the results contained in [4] to establish the computability
A
of Rq for the ternary input Blackwell example.
There is a smaller region of achievable rate pairs, Rq , which 
was first introduced by van der Meulen [6]. In [4], the cardinality bound 
for computing Rq for binary-input channels was established by first 
proving a cardinality bound for computing rate pairs in Rq subject to 
a certain constraint. In this section we shall first employ the results 
of Section III to outline another proof of the computation result for
A
Rq when X is binary. We shall then prove the computability of Rq and Rq 
for the ternary-input Blackwell example.
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The region &q for a broadcast channel K = (Z , *V2) is
described using test channels for the set Z. Given a test channel (U ,X), 
define Y - (YpY2) to be an output of K corresponding to (U,X) if 
(a version of) the conditional distribution of Y^ given (U,X) = (u,x) is 
p^(*|x) for i=l,2. Note that (U,X,Y^) is a Markov chain. If i  is a 
collection of test channels denote by the collection of random vectors 
(U,X,Y) such that (U,X)€ Jfr and Y is an output corresponding to (U ,X).
The region we wish to compute was characterized by 
van der Meulen [5] as
R0 - CO {(R^R^IlU < I(Ui,Yi) for some (U,X,Y)€PK} (31)
where "co" means closed convex hull. ^  cannot be computed directly from this 
characterization because of the intractability of the set of all test channels. 
In [4] it was shown that if X = {0,l], then if P is replaced by 
pb the same region results. Since ^  is a two-parameter class, this 
is a great simplification. It reduces the computation of to the 
extremization of a smooth vector function in two variables over a compact 
set. The proof of this reduction follows easily from the results of 
Section III. In fact, since the closed, convex hull of a set is the inter­
section of the closed half spaces containing the set, &q is the subset of
2 2 1R + dominated by the family of lines {X^x^ +^2X2 = where
c(X) = supf X1I(U1 ;Y1) + \2I0J2 ;Y2)|(U,X,I)6PK} .
2Let X^rlR^ and (U,X,Y)€PM with P[X=1] = t. Since the distributions and
(32)
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hence the entropies of and Y  ^ are determined by P[X=1], we may write, 
for some function f,
+ X2I(U2 ;Y2) = XjHttp + XjHtf^ - X1H(Y1|ui> - X2H(Y2 |u2)
= f ( t )  + EA1(P[X=l|ui]) + EA2 (P[X=l|u2D  . (33)
Here
A.(u) = - X.[ 2 p.(k|l)u + p_(k|o)(l-u)] log[ 2 p.(k|l)u + p (k|0 ) (1-u)]
1 1 keii. 1' . 1 key. 1 11 1
is convex in u since - x log x is convex and a convex function of a linear 
function is again convex. Moreover, A^u) is strictly convex in u except 
for the trivial degenerate case when p^(k|l) = p^(k|0) for all k. It 
follows from Theorem 3 that if we maximize (33) over all (U,X)€P with 
P[X=1] = t, we get the same maximum if P is replaced by ^un££ or ^ •
Then taking the supremum over all t of the maxima shows that c(X) and 
hence may be calculated by replacing P by ^uni£ or either (31) or
(32). Note that we have done more than proving that Rq can be calculated 
with P replaced by Pun££ or ^  —  we have shown that if one calculated 
all rate pairs corresponding to a fixed distribution on X, then one can 
still make the replacement. This is important for obtaining the comput-
A
ability result for Rq as in [4], and a similar result will now be 
established for the Blackwell example.
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The Blackwell Channel
The Blackwell channel is one of the simplest channels in the 
class of broadcast channels for which the capacity region is still unknown.
The channel is = ({0,1,2}, Pi ,p2 * ^  ^ l } )  wtiere p^ (01 0) = p^(l| 1)
= p (0|2) = 1 and p2 (l|0) = p2 (0|l) - p2 (0[2) = 1. Note that if 
(U.X,Y)€p KB , then Yx = X (mod 2). Hence
H(Y1 |N1) = Eh(P[X»llN1]) , (34)
where h is the binary entropy function h(u) =* -u log u - (1-u)log(l-u) which is 
strictly concave and continuous on [0,l], and differentiable on (0,1).. Similarly,
H(Y2 |tJ2) - Eh(P[X=0|u2]) . (35)
Thus, although the Blackwell channel has a ternary input alphabet, our 
methods may be applied because the two component channels are in an 
appropriate sense binary.
Let PB be the collection of test channels (U,X) for X - {0,1,2} 
such that Ux and U2 are distributed on {l,2,3} and either
X = X(UL + U2 * 4) + X(UX - 3, U2 * 1)
or
X = x(Ux + U2 ^ 3) + 2X(UX - 3, U2 - 1) .
Theorem 4 . may be calculated for K5 using (31) or (32) with P replaced 
by p*. Moreover, for X = (X^,X2) €lR^, ^ 0, and p^ + p2 ^ 1,
c(X,£) = sup C\1I(D1 ;Y1) + X2I(TJ2;Y2) |(U,X,Y) € P X?;P[X=i] = p ^  i«0,l]
= max {XjIOJ^Y^ + X2I(U2;Y2) |(U.X.Y) € P^jPtX-i] = p ^  i-0,l}.
R may be calculated for Jr using auxiliary variables ((D2,U2,Ug),X)
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such that UQ is ternary, and U2 each take on at most seven values, 
and X is a deterministic function of (U^,U2,Uq )• Denote the collection 
of such random variables (U,X) by .
Proof. Applying the characterization of convex hulls used earlier, the
2first part of Theorem 4 will be established if it is shown that for each X € ]R ,
\ 1i(u1;Y1) + V (W  -  X^Oq) + \2h(y2) - x1h(y1Iu1) - x2h(y2| u2)
g
attains a maximum, over all (U,X,Y)€$°K with X having a fixed distribution, 
at some (V?X?Y*)€ P2 *3 . So let X and (U,X,Y)€ P3 KB . since the
distributions and hence the entropies of Y^  and Y2 are determined by the 
distribution of X, we need only show that there exists a (V,x,Y )€P X 
with X ~  X and
- X^CY^Iu*) - X2H(Y*|u2) > - X1H(Y1|ui) -
•kBy (34) and (35), this is equivalent to X ~  X and
$B (Y^X*) * §B (U,X) (36)
where §B (U,X) is defined for (U,X)€^ by
§B (U,X) ■ E(-X1h(P[X=l|ui])) + E(-X2h(P[X-0|u2D )  •
We will find the test channel (V,X )€P by making successive modifications
of (U,X). The steps are diagramed in Figures 1 through 6.“  <
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Step 1 (Switch to uniform random variables). By Theorem 1 there is a 
test channel (U,X) such that and are uniformly distributed on [0,1] 
and (2) holds., implying that §B (U,X) = $B (U,X).
Step 2 (Resolution)♦ Let
s q 1( u )  * P[X-1|ui= u] 0 < a < 1 ,
s 0 2 (<0 3 P[X=l|U1=u] + P[X*2 |uiss u] - 0 < u < 1
50.1 " l Sq , 1 (U) > V]
50.2 * ^ u »v )€^°>112|so ,2(u) - V > s0,l(u^
and
:n *  Xg (U .) + 2 X .  (U2)
0 S0,l 1 S0,2 2
T3 BThen Xq ~  X and § (U,X) ^ § (U,X). To prove this assertion it suffices to 
show (U^,Xq ) ~  (U^,X) and, for any convex function A on [0,l],
EA(P[XQ - 0|U2]) S EA(P[X - 0|n2J). (37)
The proof that (U^X q ) ~  (U^X) follows the proof of (i) in Theorem 2.
If we set
G0 * S0 1U S0 2* ^ u,v) € (°>1] 2 |s0>2(u) *
and identify Sq  ^here with fg in Theorem 2, then (37) follows from (ii-b) 
of Theorem 2.
Step 3 (Rearrangement). There exist left-continuous, nonincreasing functions 
s^ and s^ mapping (0,1] into [0,l] such that s^(u) £ S£(u) for 0 < u £ 1
and if
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and
then
{ (u,v)€(0,l}2 |s1(u) > v} 
{ ( u ,v ) € ( 0 , 1 ] 2 |s2 (u ) > v >
X = (U) + 2Z (U)
S1 b2
(38)
x (u)} (39)
(40)
X ~  XQ and §B (U,X) = $B (U,X0) . 
Now (41) will follow if it is established that (U2 ,X)
(41)
(U2 ,X0) and that
p[x=i|o1] ~ p[x0=i|u1] . (42)
Let
s.(u) = inf{ v| P[sn . (U, ) < v] ^ 1-u} i=l,2.l 1 U,i 1
Then s^ and s2 are nonincreasing and s^(u) < s2 (u), ^ < ^ < 1 .  As in 
Lemma 2, sQ 1(U1> = P[X()=l|u1] and a^Qj^) = P[X=l|ui] , and
from Lemma 1 it follows that Sq ^(U^) i-mplyin§ (42). The
arguments used in the proof of (21) apply without change to show that
P[X=l|ü2] = P[X0=l|52] and that
P[X0€C0,1}|d 2=v ] = P[s2 (tf1)<v] = P[s2 (U1)<v] = p[xe Co, 1] |Ü2=v]
implying that (I^,X) ~  (U2,XQ). Finally, sQ(u) and s^u) may be changed for 
countably many u to make s^ and s2 left-continuous while preserving 
(U2 ,X) ~  (U2 ,XQ) and (42).
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Step 4 . The function of Step 3 may be selected to have the additional 
property
S2(U)
sx(u) = /
0 < u £
U^ < U £ 1
for some € [0,l].
To see that this is the case, suppose that s^ as obtained from Step 3 
does not have the above property. Then s^ can be replaced by s^, which is 
defined as follows. Pick u^ to satisfy
1 ux
J si (u)du = J* s (u)du 
0 0
and then let s^(u) = s^(u) for 0 < u £ u^ and s^(u) = 0 for u^ < u ¿1. 
Clearly s^ is nonincreasing, left-continuous, and satisfies ||sj| = ||sj|. 
Since s1(u) = s2(u) 2> s-^u) for u < u^ and s-^u) = 0 £ s^u) for u > u^, 
Proposition 1 and the remark that immediately follows it imply
1 1
J “ h(s (u))du * J - h(s (u))du.
0 0
Hence, -Eh(P[x = lju^ ]) is not decreased when s^ is replaced by s^.
Since P[x = 0|u2] - P[U2 ^ s2(U^)|u2] does not depend on s^, then 
Eh(P[x = 0|u2]) is also unchanged if s^ is replaced by s^ in (38)-(40).
B ~ ~ B ~ ~In view of the definition of $ (U,X), the above implies that § (U,X) is 
not decreased when s^ is replaced by s^ in (38)-(40). Finally, the fact 
that ||sj| = ||s^|| implies that the distribution of X is unchanged if s^ is
replaced by s^ in (38)-(40).
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Step 5. The functions and s^, in addition to satisfying the conditions 
in Steps 3 and 4, can be chosen so that s2(u) € {s^(u),s2(l)} for 0 < u £ 1.
Indeed, let s^, s^ and be obtained from Steps 3 and 4. Let u2
be the average of s^ on (u^,l]. That is, let satisfy
1
J s2(u)du = (1 - ux)u2 .
Since s2(u) is nonincreasing, it is clearly possible to choose u2 so that 
0 ^ u2 £ s2(u^). Let s2(u) = s^(u) = s2(u) for 0 < u £ u^ and s2(u) = u2 
for < u & 1. Note that s2 is nonincreasing, left-continuous, and since
s^(u) = 0 for u^ < u £ 1, s^(u) £ s2(u) for 0 < u si 1. If is replaced
by i2 in (38)-(40), the distribution of X and the conditional probability 
P[x = 1 |u^ ] = P[i?2 2: s^(0p |u^] are unchanged.
We will show next that -Eh(P[x = 0 |u2]) is not decreased when s2 
replaces s2 in (38)-(40). First, observe that
p[x = 0|u2 = vl = P[v > s2(U2)|d 2 = v]
= P[U2 > s21(v)|u2 = v] = 1 - s2X(v)
where s ^  is the left-continuous inverse of s^. It follows that
1 1- Eh(P[x = 0|uj) = J h(s2 (v))dv (43)
0
where we have used the fact that h(s) = h(l-s). Since s^(u) £ s2(u) for 
0 < u £ 1, one obtains directly from the definition of left-continuous inverse 
that s^(v) £ s2^(v) for 0 < v ss 1. It is then easy to check that 
s2^(v) = 1 2 :  s2^(v) for v ^ u2 and that §2^(v) = s^(v) for v > u2* Hence, 
the remark to Proposition 1 shows that (43) is not decreased if s2 is replaced 
by i2.
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Therefore, if is replaced by in (38)-(40), $(U,X) is not 
decreased, and the distribution of X is unaffected.
Step 6 . Let X8 be the set of pairs (s,u) such that s € X, u = (u^,u^)€ (0,l]2,
and u^ ^ s(u) £ 1 for 0 < u ^ u^ and s(u) = 0 for u^ < u £ 1. X^ is compact
g
under the metric 6 defined for (s,u) and (w,v) in X by 
6((s,u),(w,v)) = ||s-w|| + |u1-v1 | +|u2-v2 |.
Given any (s,u) € a corresponding (U,X) 6 P is constructed as follows.
~  2 Let U be uniform on (0,l] , define
Sl = {(u,v) € (0,l]2 |v £ s (u) }, S2 = (ur l] X (0,u2], (44)
and let
X = X(U € s p  + 2x(U € S2). (45)
Note that P[x = l] = ||s|| and P[x = 2] = (l-u^u^ Also, P[x = 1 |ui = u] * s(u),
P[X = 0 |u = v] = 0 if v < u2, and
P[x = 0|u2 = v] = p[v > s(U1) |u2 = v] = P[lJ1 < S_1( v ) ]  = s “1(v )
if u2 < v < 1. It follows that
u l
§B (U,X) = - J* h(s(u))du - J1 h(s (v))dv. (46)
0 u2
A change of variables and integration by parts applied to the second term 
in (46) yields that
u u
§B (U,X) = - F h(s(u))du - J h'(u)s(u)du + u h(u..)
0 0
(47)
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It follows that §B (U,X), when considered as a function on j?, is 
continuous.
If _t = (t^,t2) where t^ ^ 0, t i  + t 2 ^ let
Xt = {(s,u) € ||s|| = t1,(l-u1)u2 = t2J.
Note that if (s,u) € £t> and if (U,X) satisfies (44) and (45), then 
P[x = l] = t, and P[X = 2] = t . If u € (0,1]2, let £ ~ be theJL Z C j U
collection of (s,u) 6 £ . (It may happen that £. ~ = 0, for examplemm L U j U
if u-^l-up 4 t2.)
Now, the results of Steps 1 through 5 combine to imply the following.
Given (U,X) € P with P[x = l] = t^ and P[x = 2] = t2> there exists
(s*,u*) € £t such that, if (U*,X*) is defined by (44) and (45) when (s,u)
B Bis replaced by (s*,u*), then § (U*,X*) ^ § (U,X). In addition, of course, 
X ~  X* since P[x = i] = P[X* = i] = t^, i = 1,2. We can assume that 
(s*,u*) maximizes $ (U,X) over £t since $ is continuous and £fc is a 
compact subset of .
Observe next that £fc ^  is a compact, convex set (nonempty since 
(s*,u*) € £ .) and by (46) we see that $(U,X) is strictly convex on— Z y -
£ . Hence, (s*,u*) must be an extreme point of £ .. An easyU* y t i
modification of Lemma 3 shows that this implies that s*(u) takes on at
k kmost one value besides u2 or 1 for 0 < u £ u-^ . By symmetry, the
k kleft-continuous inverse of s takes on at most one value besides 0 or u^
* kon the interval (u2,lj. (The function s and its left-continuous inverse 
play a symmetric role here as f^ and f2 did in the proof of Theorem 3.)
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The two possible forms of (s*,u*) satisfying the extremal conditions are 
shown in Figure 6. In either case, starting with (U*,X*) one can define 
V* — (V^jVp SO that (V*,X*) € P3 and
$B (U*,X*) = §B (V*,X*). (48)
* *To do this simply let = 1, 2, or 3 depending on whether falls into
the first, second, or third subinterval indicated in Figure 6. Clearly
"V ^ ^ ^ ^
(V^jU^jX ) and (U^V^jX ) are Markov chains for i = 1,2. It follows that 
P[X € A|ü^] = PCX € a |v *] for i = 1,2, so that (48) is true.
Since ÎB (U,X) * $B (U*,X*) = ÎB (V*,X*), X ~  X*, and since ■ .....
(U,X) € P was arbitrary, the first half of Theorem 4 is proven.
a
It remains to prove the assertion concerning Rq in Theorem 4. If
0 * P0,P1 *  l ' p0 + pl * 1* let X ~  (p0»pi) denote that x is distributed on
{0,1,2} and that P[x=i] * Pi for i = 0 and 1.
Let P be the collection of all random vectors (U,X) such that X is
distributed on {0,1,2}, the components of U - (U^jI ^ U q ) are independent,
real random variables, and Uq is discrete. Using the characterization of
convex hull of a set as the intersection of half-spaces containing the set,
*
we can reduce the computation of Rq for the Blackwell channel to the 
maximization of functions §X(U,X) over (U,X) € P for fixed X €Ir£, where 
(see [4], equation (24), for details)
3
«X(U,X) = 2 i[l)(D,X)
— i=l —
and
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i[X)(U,X) = (Xx + X3 + I O K U j^ y J U q ) + (X2 + X3 + 1)I(U2 ;Y2 |u 0) 
§[2)(U,X) = (-xx - x3)H(Y1|u0) + (-x2 - 1)H(Y2 |u 0)
§[3)(U,X) = (X2 + X3)H(Y1) + (X2 + 1)H(Y2).
Define IP1 c  P to be the collection of test channels ( (U^I^ jUq ) ,X)£ P 
such that X is a function of (U^I^ jUq ) and and U2 are each distributed 
on [0,1,...,2r+l}, where r is the cardinality of the range set of Uq .
Let Vq be any finite set, let pQ(u) be a probability distribution on 
Vq and let (•|•) be such that 0 £ q^(i|u) £ 1 for i = 1,2 and 
qQ (0|u) + qQ(l|u) * 1 for u £ The fact that Uq and X are random
variables such that X is distributed on {0,1,2}, P[UQ=u] = pQ(u), and 
P[X=i |uQ=u] = qQ(i |u) for i = 0,1 is denoted by (UQ ,X) ~  (Pq ,^)-
Finally, for £ = (Pq >Pi) where 0 £ Pq ’p i * * and p0 + P1 ^ ** define
(¿) = c((X2 + X3 + 1,X2 + X3 + 1),£). (49)
Lemma 4. The following are equal:
a = sup (U,X) | (U,X) £ P ’,(U0,X) ~  (£0 »^)}
b = sup {i[1}(U,X) |(U,X) £ P, (UQX) -  (Pq ,^) } 
c = E Y^1)(q0(0|u),q0(l|u))p0(u).
(50)
Furthermore, the supremum in (50) is actually a maximum.
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Proof. We shall prove that a ^ b £ c £ a. Since P' c  Ip, a ^ b is 
immediate. To see that b £ c, note that for ((U^jU^jUq ),X) € P with
uo ~£o’
§[1)(U,X) = E Pq O O R ^  + X3 +l)I(U1;Y1 |u0=u) 
u € \
+ a 2 + X3 + l)l(U2;V2 |u0)}.
By the first part of Theorem 4 the sum may be bounded term by term to
A
yield b s* c. To prove c £ a we will construct (U',X’) € P' with 
(Uq ,X') ~  (Pq >Sq ) anc* /(U»X') = c, which will also demonstrate that 
the supremum in (50) is actually a maximum.
The construction proceeds as follows. For each u € there is a 
test channel ((V^, v!J) SXU) € P5 such that XU ~  (qQ(0|u),qQ (1|u)) and
'f[1)(q0 (°|u)Jq0(l|u )) = (Xx + X3 + 1)I(v ";y ") + (X2 + X3 + 1)I(V2 ;Y2)
where YU is an output of the Blackwell channel corresponding to input 
(VU ,XU) . Let p^ = P[V^=0] and let = p[v%0] + P[v£*l] . For each 
i € {1,2} let £ ... £ be an ordering of the set1 3 .  1
{p^| u € U {r^|u € ^}, and let a ^ = 0  and ai2r+^^=l. Let cr^u) 
denote the rank of p^ in that is, o\(u) = max {k|p? £ aP^},
Similarly, let p^(u) denote the rank of r^ in { a ^ } .  Define Uq ,U| 
and to be mutually independent random variables with Uq ~  Pq (u ) 
(i.e., P[Uq=u] = P0(u), u € and P[uj=j] = ;
(51)
0 £ j ^ 2r, i = 1,2. To complete the proof of Lemma 4 we must choose X'
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as a function of (^¿»UpUp so that (Uq ,X') ~  (£q >Sq) an<* ^^(U'jX')
The trick is to make the conditional distribution of ( U p u p x 1) given
11^  = u imitate in an information-theoretic sense the distribution of 
, u u u^( U p U ^ j X ; .
Define for i = 1,2,
= c,
$«> ■
/
0 if 3 < o f  J l
1 if
•r-JVI
2 otherwise.
u .uThen it is easy to check that x p u p  ~  for all u € Hence X* can
be constructed in such a way that, conditioned on Uq = u,
( v " , v “ ,XU) ~  (x“ ( U p , x " ( U p , X ') .  (52)
One consequence of (52) is that (Uq ,X') ~  (Pq ^ q ^* Another consequence of 
(52) is that if (Y[,YI) is an output of the Blackwell channel corresponding 
to input (U 1,X '), then, for i = 1,2 and u €
I(v ";y ") = I(x"(Dp;Y^|^ = u) = I(UpY^ |Uq = u) (53)
The second equality follows from the fact that and Y!^  are conditionally
independent given Uq = u and X ? ( u p . Substitution of (53) into (51) 
i)shows that /(U,,XI) = c, completing the proof of Lemma 4.
Now by (34) and (35), if ( ( U ^ U ^ U q ) 6 P and (UQ,X) ~  (J^S q ), then
i[2)(U,X) = 2 p0(u)Y^2)(q0 (0|u),q0 (l|u))
— u —
where
’rx2)(<V “i) = (' xr  x3)h<"i> + (_ x2' 1)h<“o)-
A(3)Also, (U,X) is determined completely by
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pi = 2  p0(u)qQ (i|u); i = 0,1. (54)
u
Let <*2) = (ai>a2  ^ + Y\2^ al,a2^  for 0 - + a2 = 1*
Since this function is continuous, the set
S = {(a1,Q'2,Y(a1,a2)) |of± ^ 0, + c*2 <  l}
is compact in TR . By Dubins ‘ theorem [2], if M is the maximum value of 
3 such that (pQ,p1,3) € co S, then the point (Pq ,p ^,M) is the convex
combination of some three points of S . It follows that there is a 
distribution p^(i) on C1,2,3} and a corresponding ^  which maximizes
2 P0(u)Yx(q0(0|u),q0(l|u)) 
u —
over (Pq ,^) satisfying the two linear constraints in (54) (with p^ and p^
fixed). Let (U ,X ) 6 P 1 achieve the maximum in (50) when (Pq ,^q ) is
substituted for (¿q ,^) • Then Uq is distributed on {1,2,3} (r=3) so that
and U2 are each distributed on sets of cardinality at most seven. Now
§X(U*,X*) maximizes §X(U,X) over all (U,X) € P such that X ~  (Pq >P-^ ),
■^ (1) * (2)because it maximizes §x (U,X) + <$x (U,X) subject to X ~  (pQ,p-^) and
A(3) — — A
§x (U,X) is fixed by X ~  (pQ,p-^ )* The assertion regarding in
A
Theorem 4 then follows by taking the supremum of the maxima of $X(U,X) 
corresponding to all distributions of X; that is, let (Pq ,P^) range over 
all possible values subject to p. ^ 0 and p^ + p^ Si 1.
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